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For the past several decades, people of many na-
tions and creeds have renewed their interest and concern
~or the mentally retarded. Science, research, and tech-
nology point today to a more hopefUl future for the young
~etarded person. However, little has been done, up to the
present. regarding adult retarded persons. These have
passed the prime of their formative educational years;
therefore, it is judged by many, that they need no fur-
ther training. Nothing could be rurther from the truth.
Scarred psychologically and socially either because o~
years of indi~ference, family rejection or over-protec-
tion, they need more than others the reassurance of a liv-
ing faith that an ever-loving Father in Heaven had a pur-
pose for their being as they are.
Concern for their religious education, for the
most part" has been negligent. T'ney have truly been the
ttrorgotten person. f1 But religious formation is an on-
going process. Fortunately, today an awakened People of
God realize that mentally retarded adults are persons,
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children o~ God with intrinsic worth. Though limited
intellectually, they are gifted with an Uintuitive direc-
tion to the holy.tf They are. as Bissonnier affirms, per-
sons of nunique and irreplaceable value."
However, mentally retarded adults need repeated
assurance or their uniqueness and personal value. They
must be given assistance to develop their concrete abil-
ities and their intellectual potential. They need to be-
come more ~ully aware that they, too, have personal re-
sponsibility to improve themselves for their o\~ good
and for the good o~ others.
Growth is a significant part of Christian 'moral
life. The present investigator suspects that mentally
retarded adults can further their development of moral
jUdgment, a power vitally necessary to ego-strength.
They can achieve, according to their capacity, the human
dignity and importance o~ decision~makingwith its con-
comitant personal and sooial responsibility ror purpose-
ful Christian liVing.
This stUdy has been undertaken to investigate
whether some development o~ moral judgm.ent in mentally
retarded adults as to decision-making in personal and
social responsibility can be achieved.
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Statement ot the Problem
JUdgments made by mentally retarded adults are
generally limited to their ~uediate environment. The
Uset" pattern or activity peculiar to residential set-
tings tor retarded adults restricts their jUdgmental
st~ulation and opportunities for purposerul, positive
choice in moral acts.
Piagetts findings on the "rules of the game tJ re-
veal ua certain correspondence between the children's
jUdgments about rules and their practice of these same
rules. n1 T'ne study aims to explore whether Piagetls
~indings are true when subjects are mentally retarded
adults.
The investigator also questions whether the stage
or moral jUdgment development of mentally retarded adults
corresponds to Kohlberg l s first two levels of moral jUdg-
ment. It is assumed that some retarded individuals with-
in a residential setting can attain Kohlbergts third
stage o£ moral judgment and, even in some cases, bridge
the intellectual-moral gap between stages three and i'our.
Sinoe the study does not presume to judge the ac-
tions of mentally retarded adults but rather to jUdge the
good and evil or conduct perfo~ed by story characters,
IJean Piaget, The Moral JUdfSent of the Child
(New York: Free Press, 1965), p. 11 •
a ~urther question is whether growth in decision-making
can be transrerred from fictional to real li~e experi-
ences of mentally retarded adults.
The fact that the adults' evaluations are not ot
their own concrete personal experiences but of stories
related to them poses the question as to whether the un-
tested assumption that the stories are appropriate to the
individual and to the study is valid.
Justification o~ the Study
Generally, residential settings tend to lessen
opportunities for moral judgment development. Adult re-
tarded persons seem to adapt to their routined and non-
st~ulating environment. Their l~ited intellectual ca-
pacity, weakened even .further by the general degenera-
tive process ot.aging, needs to be vitalized constantly.
Its judgnlental ~aculty, this investigator posits, can
be stimulated by questioning the tfwhytf o~ the goodness
or wrongness of actions and of intentional choices. Mo-
tivational support for positive values can be found in
mentally retarded adults' openness to the Spirit of love.
Mentally retarded adults are ~ersons--theymust
keep alive their power o~ autonomous activity. They must
relate daily experiences, so essential to their growth
in decision-making, to their personal and social
5
responsibility. This study tries to show that with pur-
poseful guidance in questioning mentally retarded adults
can improve their 7Jperson-image II --one having individual
dignity and worth with a purpose to life: to glorify
God through giving love and service to others.
Limitations o~ the Study
The study entailed a 'limited teaching time of
fifteen one-hour lessons. It might be questioned wheth-
er the relatively short teaching period was of sU£ticient
length to convey the \-1riter t s' intent: nperson-image U so
valuable to happy, purpose~ul living necessitates devel-
opment of moral judgment in mentally retarded adults
relative to decision-making in personal and social re-
sponsibility.
Was the use or one lesson to one concept (with
an aggregate or fifteen concepts) too broad an expanse
of material because o~ the need for repetition of men-
tally retarded adults?
The sampling of subjects for the study was re"
stricted to a single residential setting. It included
ten men and ten women. A wide age variable resulted
due to lack o~ adults within a selected ~~ and IQ range:
}IA. from 5..0 to 9-6, inclusive; CA from age 25 to age
80, inclusive; IQ from 30 to 59, inclusive.
6
A fourth l~itationwas the measurement indica-
tor. Since two weeks of individual testing was required
tor both the pretesting and the post.. tes··:.:.ing, was the
~ount o~ testing time employed suf~iciently important
to justi:ty its expenditure? The writer hoped it would
be. Measurement by individual base lines was selected
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applies to persons of subaverage general
intellectual functioning which originates
during the developmental period and is
associated with impairment in adaptive
behavior. (AAI\1D )
ability to to~ a reasoned opinion con-
cerning the right or W'rong of conduct.
It implies a norm ot morality. In this
study the norm includes the ten positive
steps on the way to God; namely, the ·ten







determination of one's mind to pursue
a definite course of action. An essen-
tial quality ot "person" is this pOl-Tar
of msJting choices.
the concept by which one sees h~selr
as an" individual endowed with dignity,
worth and a purpose in li~e: to glo-
riry God through giving love and sar-
vice to othe:rs.
Responsibility: . state of being accountable tor one I s
own moral decisions. Intention is a
necessary condition.
Objeotive:
deals with the material element, the




involves one's obligation for the use
of his basic rights to li~e, bodily
integrity, honor and good name, as well
as to private ownership.
is implied by man t s social nature. 1*1an
has a duty toward othe~ individuals as
related to their lire, liberty, posses-






striotly individual accountability de-
pendent upon one's intention of doing
wrong.
terms of the fi~st fou~ stages are de-
scribed in Chapter 2, pages 14-15.
Research Question
It is hypothesized that mentally retarded adults
can achieve further development in decision-making rela-
tive to personal and social responsibility.
It is likelnse hypothesized that mentally re-
tarded adults who have been long-term residents in a re-
ligious residential setting(and have, therefore, stabi-
lized religious training and'experience)can, with addi-
tional experience, attain Kohlberg 1 s third stage of mor-
al judgment and, even in some cases~ bridge the intel-
'-




This study postulates that building a positive
nperson-imagen.in mentally retarded adults necessitates
the development of moral jUdgment relative to deoision-
making in personal and social responsibility. In ac-
cepting the uniqueness of each person, one must likewise
accept the uniqueness of his moral growth. As there are
degrees in deficiency so, too, there are degrees in re-
sponsibility. It is a universal truism that an all-wise
I~e:t' created no "retarded" soul. EVery manls "desire
for goodness tells us that ~inite and weak though we be,
we are shaped and destined for an absolute goodness. ttl
Though the moral judgment o£ a mentally retarded
person is generally less mature than ~hat of no~al peo-
ple, this investigator believes that, with further train-
ing, it can improve.· An adult retarded person needs to
realize that~ morally as well as intellectually, growth
toward maturity demands personal efrort and selt-mastery.
All people who deal with a retarded person need, also,
to realize that uTo treat him as responsible and eventually
lA New Catechism: Catholic Faith for AdultslNew
York: Herder and Herder, 1967), p.16.
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as a being susceptible of a C(c"-J;ain culpability: is •••
to honor him and give him more stature in his own eyes. u1
Review of Literature
The study of morality has been researched ~re­
quently since the 1950's because or renewed interest in
Piagetls theory of cognitive development of moral judg-
ment. Piaget postulates a stage-like basis or moral
judgment growth parallel to cognitive levels of intel-
lectual development. He affirmed three levels of cogni-
tive progression: sensori~motor; pre-operational and
concrete operational; and £o~l operational. The in-
fancy sensori-motor period is the pre~linguistic phase~
prior to thOUght development. The early childhood phase,
ages two to seven, is the time of pre-operational intu-
itive thought. The middle childhood stage, ages seven
to eleven or twelve, initiates concrete intellectual op-
erations. Adolescence, ages eleven-twelve and onward,
includes ~orraal$ abstract$ adult-thought functioning.2
lHenri Bissonnier$ Catechetical Pedago~Y o~ the
Mentally Deficient Children (Brussels: Luraenitae
Press~ 1967), p. 71. .
2Inhelder applied Piagetts study to the retarded
child. She postulates that Piaget's stages of cognitive
development approximate the growth or mental retardates
i~ substitution is made of mental age for chronological
age. She a~firms that the mentally retarded can think by
concrete ouerations but cannot reach fo~al thought process.
Barbel lru~~lder, Dia nosis of Reasonin in the Mentall
Retarded (l'Iew York: John Day Company, 19 , p. 29 •
---- ---_._._._.... ~
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For Piaget ttchild morality throws light on adult
morality.n From his study o~ social behavior o:r children
~ong themselves in their reactions to rules of a game,
he conoluded that two types or morality exist: tta moral-
i ty of constraint" and a rtmorality of cooperation. If 11or-
ality or constraint occurs in early childhood up to ages
or seven'or eight. The sense of duty in little children
is essentially heteronomous since they tend to accept the
letter of the law and ,to react with a very high regard
for adult authority. In this phase they confuse rules
with things beoause of their realism and egocentrism.
Their attitude o~ unilateral respect towards adults makes
them see rules as sacred without questioning the motive
f or them. They possess, there£ore, an objective concept
of responsibility.
For since he takes rules literally and thinks of
good only in te~s o~ obedience, the child will at
first evaluate acts not in accordance with the motive
that has prompted them but in term! of their exact
conformity with established rules.
An autonomous justice morality, morality o~ coop-
eration, develops about age eight to ten and evolves out
of peer reciprocal relations. Through their interactions
with others' and through cooperation they gradually become
aware of their own autonomy, begin t~ make relative judg-
ments of motives and intentions and to acquire a sense of
lPiaget, Ope cit., pp. 111-112.
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subjective responsibility.
Piaget's moral developmental stages imply age
changes. Kohlberg, in his investigation or the jud~len­
tal side o~ moral development, gives empirical support
for six or the eleven phases ot Piagetts theory, espe-
cially tor the ~irst four which seem to show cognitive
development since they rarer to both age and I.Q. All
six aspects propose growth from objective jUdgment of
physical consequenoes to SUbjective judgment o~ internal
purposes.
Intentionality in jUdgment. Young children tend
to jUdge an act as bad mainly in te~s of its actual
physical consequences, whereas older children judge
an act as bad in terms of the intent to do ha~••••
Relativism in judgment. The young child views
an act as either totally right or totally wrong~and
thinks everyone views it in the same way•••• In con-
trast, the older child is aware or possible diver-
sity in views of right and wrong••••
Independ~nce or sanctions. The young child says
an ac~ 1s bad because it will elicit ~unishment;
the older child says an act is bad because it vio-
lates a rule, does harm to others, and so ~orth••••
Use o~ reciprocitx. Four-year-old children do
not use reciprocity as a reason ~or consideration
of others, whereas children or seven and older fre-
quently do •••• By age eleven to thirteen most chil-'
dren can clearly judge in te~s or ideal reciproc-
ity, in terms of putting oneself' in the place of
someone in a dirferent position, and in terms o£
sentiments of gratitude for past affection and
favors ••••
Use or punishment as restitution ~d rerorm.
Young children advocate severe painrul punishment
after stories of misdeeds; older children
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increasingly favor milder punishments leading to res-
titution to the victim and to the reto~ of the cul-
prit••••
!'Taturalistic vie't\T of misfortune. Six to seven-
year-old children have some tendency to view physi~
cal accidents and mis~ortunes occurring after mis-
deeds as punishments willed by,God or by natural ob-
jects ("irtlrl1anent justice"). Older children do n~t
confuse natural misfortunes with punishments ••••
Kohlberg l s important contribution to the study
of moral judgment is his stages of moral judgment devel-
opment. He posits three major levels: premoral, moral-
ity o~ conventional role-conro~ity, and morality of selr-
accepted moral principles. Within these levels he iden-
tifies six different stages of growth. Conformity to
rules predominates throughout the .first two levels.
Added emphasis ,is given in the second level to support-
ing and maintaining law and order. The third level leads
to autonomous, principled judgm.ent making. Agreement
seems to be present between Kohlberg and Piaget in the
first two levels o~ moral development. Differences be-
tween Kohlberg" s and Piaget' s systems occur at level
three. 2
lLawrence Kohlberg, "Development of I'1oral Char-
acter and lJloral Ideology, U in !v1artin L. Hotfman and Lois
vUadis Hoffman (eds.), Review or Child Development Re-
search (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1964), I,
pp. 396-397.
2Doug Sholl, "The Contributions o:f Lawrence
Kohlberg to Religious and l'Ioral Education, tI Religious
Education, LXVI, No.5 (1971), p. 366.
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tiThe post-conventional level is characterized
by a major thrust to\vard autonomous moral principles
which have validity and application anart trom au-
thority o~ the groups or persons who hold them and
apart from the individual's identification with
those persons or groups.ttl
Since this study deals with the moral jUdgment
development ot mentally retarded persons whose cognitive
capacity cannot reach upper fo~l operational function-
ing, only the first four stages of Koh2berg l s cognitive
levels are listed here.
THE MORAL STAGES
Preconventional Level
· The level is divided into the following two
stages.
Stage 1
Tne punishment and obedience orientation. The phys-
ical consequences of action determine its goodness
or badness regardless of the human meaning or value
or these consequences. Avoidance of punishment and
unquestioning deference to power are valued in their
ovm right, not in terms of respect for an underlying
moral order supported by punishment and authority
(the latter being stage 4).
Stage 2
The instrumental relativist orientation. Right ac~
tion consists o~ that which instrumentally satis-
fies one J S o'Vn1. needs and occasionally the needs o£
others. Human relations are viewed in terms like
those of the market place. Elements of fairness,
of reciprooity, and of equal sharing are present,
but they are always interpreted in a phIsical, prag-
matic way. Reciprocity is a matter or l you scratch
my back and 1 111 scratch yours.," not of loyalty,
gratitude, or justice.
lLavrrence Kohlberg, "The Child as a Horal Phil-
osopher,tI Psychology TodaX, 1968, 7, pp. 25-30, cited
by Doug Sholl in "The Contributions or LaW'rence Kohlberg
to Religious and ~Ioral Education, U Religious Education.
Vol. LA~I (September~October, 1971), p. 366.
1$
Conventional Level
At this -level," there are the following two stages.
Stage <
.~ Itt d · lit litThe inter.personal concor.d..ance of · goo ..b0:l-n~ce gl.~ .
orientation. Good behavior is that which pleases or
hell)S others and is approved by tl1.em. There is much
conformity to stereotypical images of what is wAjor-
iJcy or ttnatural n bel1.avior. Behavior is frequently
judged by intention-- nhe meal1.S well U becomes impor-
tant ~or the first time. One earns approval by be~
ing unice. u
Staoe~
T1~ la.w and. order tt orientation. There is orienta-
tion tOt-lal'd autr.Lority, :fix.ed l~les, and the mainte-
nanceof the social order. Right behavior consists
of doing one's duty, showing respect for authority,
andmfintain1ng the given social order tor ita own
sake c
Kohlberg also described the motivational dimen-
sions o~ each stage. UIntypes 1 and 2, the cluJ-d's im-
pulses are modified by rewards and punishments. In
types 3 and 4, conduct is controlled largely through
praise and blame. u2
In his researoh ~indings Koblberg noted that the
childts level of moral jUdgment seems to be a consistent
lLawrence I(ohlberg, TtFrom 1 Is t tot Ought 1 # 11 Cog-
nitive Development and EoistemologI, ed. by Theodore
lvlischel (l'Iew Yor;.k: Academic IJress, 1971), pp. 222-226,
and cited by Nancy Porter, Nancy Taylor and General' Ed-
itor, Hugh Oliver$ in Row to Assess the Moral Reasoning
o~ Students (Ontario: The Ontario Institute for the
Studies in Education# 1972), pp. 2-3.
2Roy H. Fairchild, "Delayed Gratification: A
Psy~hological and Religious .tina-lysis, n ~e~earch on Re.-
l:i-gious_,P$V~lpllttV3nt ._d~~C~mprehelI'-~,ive IianQJ~)0ti0l~,_ ad. by
l-1eX'ton p. st~otnm.en New York: Hal~thorn Books * Inc. j
1971), pp. 189-190.
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personal characteristic. He postulates that his stages
form "an invariant developmental·sequenoe. u This im-
plies "that the child's capacity to learn new modes of
thought are contingent on their match with his current
style of thought.ttl
Various investigations have been made of Kohl-
berg's and Piagetts theories or moral jUdgment develop~
mente Hubbard applied Piaget 1 s developmental psychol-
ogy to the religious eduoation of the mentally ~etarded.
She noted that mentally retarded persons at the stage
of preoperational thought, mental ages of two to seven,
are unable to think about their own thinking; they can
not reflect or reconstruct in sequence their reasoning.
Their understanding remains on a literal level, not on
that of intention or motivation. She states, howaver l
that other ~actors, such as environment and motivation,
may vary their.attainment.
The retarded child has the benefit or more years
of practical experience at each given stage than
does the normal child, and therefore may be able to
handle more difficult material than expected, par-
tiCUlarly at'the concrete operational stag~ where
most retarded persons reach their plateau.
lKoh2berg, op cit.~ p. 404.
2Sister 1\1. Joan Francis Hubbard, lfThe Develop-
mental Psychology or Jean Piaget as Applied to the Re-
ligious Education of the ~lentally Retarded, ff Living
Light, VII (Winter, 1970)~ p. 43.
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Hubbard's study recommends that specific reli-
gious concepts be adapted to the individual mentally re-
tarded child according to his maturational level and his
environmental experiences. l
Crowley's study of intentionality was approached
from the training aspect. His rindings show that inten-
tionality admits of degrees. Likewise, the level or
moral jUdgment is partly a function of the specific sit~
uation. The general conclusion to be drawn from this
study is that training aids the development o~ inten-
tionality, especial~y when stories with moral content
are emp~oyed. Crowley states that his results corrobo-
rate the findings on g~neralizations in transfer-of-
training: tithe greater the similarity bet'ttleen training
st~uli and test st~uli, the greater the mnount of pos-
itive transf'er. n2
Johnsonts research proposed to test Piaget's
developmental changes' in moral jUdgment. His study of
intentionality in older children of grades 5,7,9,11,
confirms that "parental attitudes are 'significantly re-
lated to mDral jUdgments, especially in the areas of
lIbid." p. 46.-
2Paul H. Crowley, tiThe Effect of Training upon
Objectivi.ty of 1·1oral JUdgment in Grade School Children"
(unpUblished Ph.D. dissertation, The Catholic University
of America, 1967), p. 42, microfilmed" University Micro-
films, Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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ilmnanent justice and communicable responsibility.tll
Durkin investigated the ooncept of justice in
children. Her findings show agreement with Piaget that
a relationship exists between chronological age and jus-
tice conoepts. But the study does not oonfi~ that ac-
oeptanoe or reciprocity as a justice principle augments
with age. She noted that "children tend to be much more
certain about what they should not do than they are
about what they should do. n2 This bears implications
for religious training.
Turiel researched the influenoe of reasoning on
behavioral choioes at different stages of moral develop-
ment. His findings substantiate Kohlbergts principle
or sequential-stage progression. They likewise apply to
shift in behavioral choices. 3
Hotfman, presenting a review of literature in
moral development, quoted Turiel's findings as well as
lRonald C. Johnson, ttA StUdy of: Children's Moral
Judgments, If Child Development, XXXIII (June, 1962),
pp. 329-330.
2Dolores Durltin, IfChildren t s Concepts of Justice:
A Comparison with the Piaget Data," Child Development,
XXX (March, 1959), p. 66.
3Elliot Turiel and Golda Rothman, "The Influence
o~ Reasoning on Behavioral Choices at Different Stages
of' Moral Development,tl Child Development, XLIII (Sept.,
1972), p. 741.
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Bandura and McDonald's contradictory view and noted that
further research needs to be done on fixed stages or
1moral growth.
Since this study attempts to show Christian mor-
al jUdgment deve~opment relative to decision~waking in
personal ~nd social responsibility, it necessitates
some review or basic Christian moral principles. Bittle
d~scribes the progression of the nature or a human act. 2
He notes that the fundamental characteristic of manls na-
ture is his seeking of the good and shunning of evil.
Because a person has the use or reason and free will he
is held accountable ~or his moral acts. Connell clari-
ties some of the difficulties of moral responsibility
ror mentally retarded adults. 3
l1-1artin L. Hof':f'ma.n, ItDevelopment of' Internal Mor-
al Standards in Children,tt I1esearch on Religious Devel-
opment (1971), p. 215.
2Nicholas Bittle describes the process of' human
act 1'ormation asTfwish, intention, consent, choice, ex-
ecution, and delight "in l1en and Ivlorals (14ilwaukee: Bruce
Publishing Company, 1950), pp. 27-28.
3Theologians used to consider a seven-year old
normal child as having arrived at the age o~ reason.
But a feeble-minded person is not normal •••• a twenty-
four-year-old person with a mental age o~ seven is in no
way on a par with a seven-year-old normal child. Bio-
logically, he is an adult with the full physical strength
needed, for instance, to commit certain crimes. Further-
more, he has the emotions o£ a grown-up man, and the in-
stincts proper to adults--greed, hostility, vengefulness,
and sexual tendencies--demand satis~action when the oc-
casions arise. It can hardly be expected that the fee-
ble-minded individual, with his poor mental equipment
20
Lindvorsky states that the will can be moved by
all that appears to it as valuable. Since one must have
a motive for making a decision. the key to morally good
aots lies in the choice of motives.1 Motives should be
associated with pleasant sensations and concomitant with
a success.tuJ. act if they are to bear fruit. 2 This ap-
plies particularly to mentally retarded persons. Since
they are incapable or grasping abstract th~ught, menta~­
ly retarded persons, like children, must have any higher
will be in a position to master his instincts and
to inhibit his impulses.
A feeble-minded person's most characteristic
failing is that he lacks thoughtfulness or advertence
••• to an even greater extent than does the child.
He cannot reflect; he fails to" see the ~plications
o£ his actions and their consequences, unless they
have been drilled into him••••For the reeble-minded,
the present is everything and the future is almost
meaningless. He ShOvlS his uinadvertence U not only
with regard to the dangers of the external world,
but also with regard to the moral dangers of his in-
ternal world, his instincts and passions. Everybody,
even the most normal person, may go through. moments
o~ "inadvertence" but the whole life of the feeble-
minded consists or such moments. u James Vander
Veldt and Robert Odenwald, Psychiatry and Catholi-
cism (New York: McGraw Hill, 1952), pp. 323-3~,
cited by Noel A. Kinsella in Moral Orientation or
the Mentally Retarded (Fredericton, New Brunswick,
Canada: St. Thomas University, 1967), pp. 68~69.
1 Johann Lindvorsl~# The Training o~ the Wil~#
trans. by Arpad Steiner and Edward A. Fitzpatrick (Mil~
waukee: Bruce Publishing Company, 1929)" p. 138.
2 Ibid• # p. 107.
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value presented ,in nchildlilce language and concrete .form
associated with personal values:ramiliar to them. nl
Proper motives for behavior should gradually assist the
retarded adults to accept personal and social responsi-
bility as regards 'such abstract social values as t1:'uth-
fUlness, honesty, loyalty and Justice through their daily
life decision-making experienc'es. .
Bissonnier, in applying Piagetts first level or
preoperational moral growth to mentally retarded persons,
states the importance of aiding the deficient to grasp
the difference batvleen an t1unhappy incident If and a Ureal
fault. It He stresses that parents and educators should
help the der icient child to distinguish between the
intention of an act and its material consequences. He
affirms, moreover, Ita morality well-centered around the
great oommandment of the Gospel, love of neighbor lived
in daily concrete li:re and humbly practised••• u2
Since the retarded individual is a person, he
has basic rights and oorresponding duti'es. In order that
he may choose rightly what acts to pursue, he needs the
positive motivation or the great commandment of love:
love of God above all things and love o£ neighbor as one-
self. To realize this right order of love he requires
religious guidance and training.
lIbid., p. 99.
2Bissonnier, Ope cit., p. 80.
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Bittle's ordered progression from love to jus-
tioe was selected as the structure or the training pro-
gram used in this study. '\fuy Bittle'?, The choice ot
this author' was due to the personal pre~erence of this
investigator. Nothing in her,experience has reversed
the evaluation stated by Gerald Flynn that the success
o~ Bittlet~ texts is proof that their ~undamental idea
is sound. l
Kohlberg describes morality in te~s or judgment,
of reasons ~or conduct rather than conduct itself. His
oognitive stage-sequence approach to moral development
leads to ftautonomous, principled, jUdgment-making. ft He
affirms ttnotions of conscience, freedom and responsi-
bility wholly consistent with the Christian tradition. n2
For Kohlberg, the Itonly tr-ue moral principle is
justice because it alone remains a principle at the high-
est stage o~ development. u3 In explaining his position,
Kohlberg states:
As social psychologists, my colleagues and I
have gathered considerable evidence to indicate that
lMary Dallman, uNicholas Bittle,tl Catholic
Authors: ContemEorary Biographical Sketches_ ad. by
}~tthaw Hoehn (Newark, New Jersey: St. Mary's Abbey,
1952) •
, 2Maureen Joy, ItKohlberg and Moral Education,lI
New Catholic World, Vol. CCXV (January-February,1972),
p. l~. . .
3ShOll, op. cit., p. 367.
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the concepts or justice inhere in human experience,
instead of being the product or a particular world
view. In this vie follow Piaget who says, uln con-
trast to a given rule imposed upon the child from
outside, the rule of justice is an immanent condi-
tion of social relationships or a law governing
their equilibrium.. n All social li1'e necessarily en-
tails assuming a variety of roles, taking otner peo-
ple's perspectives, and participating in reciprocal
relationships, so that arriving at tne principle of
h'lunan equality is simply an e~:rect ot maturity in
interpersonal relations. It is a nOL~al (if not
~requentJ resu2t o~ social existence, rather than a
quirk o~ personality or an act or ~aith.l
Most Christian theologians would prefer the pri-
maoy of charity and speak instead of the unity of love
and justice. As Joy summarizes: "Love does not do mox-e
than justice demands, but love is the ultimate principle
of justice•••• lt is the fo~ in which justice does its
work. "2
ttprimacy of justice" is Kohlberg 1 s way of stat-
ing the only general principle advanced by philosophers.
But on page 63 he looks at ubenevolence" (the closest
he gets to charity) and dismisses it. 3
Sholl feels that Kohlberg's study is incomplete
since it takes no account or tfmoral inspiration and
lLawrence Kohlberg, "A Cognitive-Developmental
Approach to Moral Education," The Humanist, Vol. XXXII
(November-December~ 1972), p. 14.
2Joy# Ope cit.# p. 16.
3LavTrence Kohlberg# lIStages of Horal Development
as a Basis for l-'loral Development, n rJIoral Edu.cation: In..
terdisciplinary Approaches, ad. by C.M. Beck, B. S. Crit-
tenden, E. V. Sullivan (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1971)~ pp. 62-63. .
transi'ormati.on." He believes the answer lies in "spirit-
ual love and taith. n1
The present investigator who follows the Chris-
tian theological point of view: "the primacy of love
and the unity or love and justice,tI maintains that fur~
ther clarification or this point is necessary. Seeing
no necessary contradiction between the two views, one
2
religious educator affirms that the christian educato%'
may respect the psychological insights of Kohlberg and,
at the same time, may read "creative justice" as none
other 'than charity, theprimal'Y moral virtue on which,
according to Gospel teaehing, all morality is based.
Haring, likewise, asserts that "Justice is love
serving God alone and thus ruling' all else with reason
and right order. n3 He also stipulates that the tlvirtue
of justice can un£old itself only in an atmosphere of
, lSholl, Ope cit., p. 372.
Of• Abraham Edel, tlThe Shape of the 110ral Do-
main, U 110ral Education: Interdisciplinary Approaches
(1971), p. 321, criticizes Kohlberg on another point,
suggesting that not everything has to have development;
maybe only justice has.
2Interview with Sister Coletta Dunn, Religious
Studies Department at Cardinal Stritch College, who
cited Gospel references, as well as insights of Haring,
Gillemann and others to support her view.
3Bernard Haring, Christian Renewal in a Changing
World, trans. by Sister M. Lucidia Haring, Missionary
Sister of the }bst Sacred Heart of Jesus (New York:




In sunmung up, the investigator found that stud-
ies concerning the cognitive theory of moraJ. judgrnent
development by Piaget and Kohlberg substantiate their
agreement in part. Upon substitution or mental age tor
chronological age, Hubbard and Bissonnier likewise g~ve
support to their empirical ~indings as applied to the
mentally retarded individual. ~ae works o~ Bittle and
L1ndvorsky2 proVided a structure and content for the de-
cision-making d~ension o~ tne present study.
lIbid., p. 335.
Cf. Gerard Gilleman, "Biblical Revelation of
the Primacy of Cl1.arity, 11 Teaching the Sacraments and
110rality (Chicago: Loyola University Press, 196$),
p. 141.
2V. S. Sexton states in New Catholic Encyclo-
pedia, 1967, VIII, p. 771, that Lindvorsky l s theory of
will and its elements of motive, values and ideals so





An awakened sense o£ social justice among Amer-
ican Christians today has given impetus to concern tor
mentally retarded persons. Many people involved with
working with retarded individuals realize that a more dy-
namic environment is needed, especially in institutions,
both state and private~ to lessen the debilitating ef-
tects of aging.
This study has focused on decision-making ot men-
tally deficient adults. It has attempted to further the
development of their moral judgment, speoifically in re-
gard to decision-making in personal and social Christian
responsibility. The investigator postulates that in or-
der to retain their integrity of autonomous thought and
dacision-m~~ingmentally handicapped adults need the
daily stimulation of their weakened intellectual capac-
ities. Growth in moral jUdgment, it wa~ hypothesized,
can be augmented by consistent use of the varied, prac-
tioal experiences, round in even the restricted environ-




SUbjects for the study included twenty mentally
retarded adults from the Alverno residential cottages at
St. Coletta's School for Exceptional Children, Jefferson,
Wisconsin. Ten men and ten women were selected as meet-
ing the criteria for the study: IQ between 30-59; MA
between 5..10 years. We chronological ages 0:£ the men
ranged from 25-2 to 49-4. inclusive; of the women :t'rom
30-2 to 80-6,. inclusive. The mental ages ot the men
ranged from 5-0 to 9-2, inclusive; of the women ~rom
5-0 to 9-6, inolusive. The IQ of the men ranged from
32 to 57, inclusive; of the women ~rom 30 to 59, inclu-
siva.
Since this was not a comparative study, no mean
average or CA, 11A, nor IQ was obtained for either the men
or the women. No attempt was made to match subjects.
Each parson was rated individually on his own base line.
The intent or the study was to observe whether any per-
ceivable individual imp~ovement in the retarded adults
had occurred. Sex was not considered a relevant factor.
DESIGN
A preliminary pilot study was made of the retarded
women at the Villa residential cottage of st. Coletta's
School to judge the di~fioulty of the paired-stories~
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especially as to length and attention-interest ~actors.
As a oonsequenoe, several o~ the original stories were
shortened.
Phase I of the Alverno study involved psyoholog-
ical testing o£ the twenty selected persons. The school
psychometrist administered the Slosson Intelligence Test
for Children and Adults.
Phase II of the study was assigned to pre-tasting.
Eaoh individual was tested orally. This oovered fifteen
tests o~ fi~teen paired~stories involving objective and
SUbjective responsibility. Each test included: 1) An
introduction during which the definition and a short
explanation or the concept was given. The length o:r
this portion varied ~th the comprehension difficulty
of the individual. l~o effort 't-1as made to hurry anyone.
The investigator was desirous, chie~ly, to build rapport
and pleasant anticipation of the story-telling. 2) The
first of the paired-stories, that dealing with the non-
intentional act, generally, was then told by the inves-
tigator. in approximately fifteen to thirty seconds.
The following steps of questioning then pro~ded:
1) Tell me the story. This insured correct understand-
ing of the story portion. 2) Did..1L do right or wrong?
3) vlhy do you think so? 4) If you were ..1L , what
would you have done? vT.hy?
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Then the second story, that of the intentional
act, was given. The same questioning process as tor
story one was repeated.
A final comparative question was then asked.
Its purpose was to detect higher level judgment relative
to decision-making, according to Kohlbergts stages of
development. The question compared the action of the
two stvries: Did N who... or did -!- who ••• do
more right or -wrong? lfuy do you think so? Ten of the
tests had both an objective and a SUbjective story in-
clUded; five, however, were subjective in both parts.
The questioning was similar in all stories.
The time allotment involved apprOXimately fif-
teen minutes tor each test, an aggregate o~ seven and
one..half hours for the ~ifteen tests for each individ-
ual--a testing time one-halt as long as that of teach-
ing. Since the time element vms one or the factors re-
searched, its implications are discussed in ohapter
four.
The number or paired-stories tests presented at
a sitting depended upon the sUbjeot1s capacity to tol-
erate the amount of material or the length of the atten-
tion span required. Those who had more than one group
at a sitting had a s·hort rest period betvleen the tests.
In the grading process, no student response was
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marked incorrect. Each question, including that asked
in the comparative step (number 4) "vmieh one was more
right or wrong?", was given a stage placement according
to the apparent moral reasoning response.
The interrogator was intent on holding interest
simply thrOUgh story telling. Purposely, no pictures
were used 'so that the mentally retarded person oo~d
adapt the main charac tar (11ary or Jane / or John or
Paul) to the character-image of the story inoident.
However l a simple technique was employed fo~ distinguish-
ing the two main characters in the story. The interro-
gator would point with the index :ringer to the right
and make a slight body gesture toward the right and say,
It N ••• and relate the incident.--- Then when shift or
character was needed for the seoond story the same tech-
nique would be used" but the. position would be to the
left. The interrogator would then say, trl~ovl Jane or Paul
•••and tell the incident. This s~ple device was an as-
sist to the retarded person's visualizing the new story
setting.
Phase III concerned the teaching portion. Fif-
teen class days of one hour duration were given to each
group of men and women. The procedure for both groups
were similar, except that in the story telling the names
accommodated the group present. Each hour session was
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divided approx~ately into three periods or twenty min-
utes: 1) teaching the concept; 2) reinforcing the con- .
capt through art or rnusic; and 3) questioning the sub-
ject's choice-m~ting ability. During the teaching por-
tion, the technique used was that of a roving reporter
with his tape recorder. Through its means interest, at~
tention, and individual response from each one was ef-
fectively secured. Art or music-followed the instruc-
tion, principally, to relieve fatigue and tension usual
to prolonged concentrated erfort. However, it also
served to reinforoe the concept presented. In the ~inal
questioning period the procedure followed was similar
to the pre-testing one. The tests and the lesson plans
are oontained in Appendixes I and II.
The tirst hal£ hour of class was hald in the
chapel, the last hal~ in the occupation-therapy room.
This arrangement allowed tor greater reverence during
the prayer and Bible service and a freer, more relaxed
atnlosphera during the more creative work and questioning
period. A special Eucharistic liturgy culminated the
training period.
Phase IV oonsisted or the post-testing. This
was the presentation or identically the s~e material
utilized in the pre-testing phase or the study.
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S~1ARY
This chapter presented the purpose of the studYI
the population employed and the process involved. The
investigator hypothesized that decision-making relative
to personal and social Christian responsibility could
be augmented in retarded adu2ts. The procedure explained~
therefore, was designed to test this thesis.
CHAPTER IV
INTERPRETATION OF DATA
The purpose of tl'lis study was to investigate
moral judgment relative to person-image strength ~ong
mentally retarded adults. The investigator hypothesized
that positive person-~ge~ so vital to happy, purpose-
ful living, can be augm.ented through development of mor-
al judgment in mentally retarded adults, specially as
regards decision-making in personal and social Christian
responsibility.
The investigator postulated that decision-making
growth can be furthered thrOUgh consistent use of daily-
life experiences found in residential settings. The in-
vestigator likewise hypothesized ·that some mentally re-
tarded adults who have been long-term residents in a re-
ligious residential setting can, with additional expe-
rienoe, attain Kohlbargls third stage or moral judgment,
and even in some cases~ bridge the intellectual-moral
gap between stages three and tour.
Signi~icant data for this inquiry were obtained
~rom the taped student responses to the pre-test / post-
test items and to the observed participatory action of
each retarded adult in class activities. Figure I in-
dicates the growth pattern of moral jUdgment as to the
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right or wrong or the story-charaoter's action. (See
chapter 3, pages 28-29, for the testing design). Fig-
ure I graphs the stage plaoement tor the jUdgment made
in response to the question: 'VJ1IY was l1ary or Jane / or
John or Paul right or l-1rOng?
Initials "A lf through tfJ" are the code names in
alphabet ical order for the women pa~ticipants; ini-
tials uKn through tlTn represent the men members. Figure
I-A shows the results for the" women. Figure I~B tabu-
lates the data for the men.
Each individual's progress or lack or progress
is indicated by the placement of "XU 1'or pre-test and
of "Zit tor post-test on his or her moral growth contin-
uum line. The numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 list the ~our stages
of moral jUdgment assumed attainable by the mentally
retarded adults according to Kohlbergts stages of moral
judgment development. (See Kohlbergls stages, pages
14-15, for a description of each).
Stages of development are not an arbitrary cut-
of~ point of progression. In many instanoes one can per-
ceive that the reasoning is leaning more to stage two
t han to stage one, or to stage three; therefore, in the
testing responses allowance was made for this variable
by rating Stage 1, Stage 1 (2), Stage 2, Stage 2 (3),
This accounts for the approximation of locations on the
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continuum line. Kohlberg 1 s moral lilaturi ty score scale
was used as a reference for some basis of calculation of
progress indicated by the responses to the thirty test
questions in Figure I, also in Figure II, and of the
fifteen test questions in Figure III. No fixed stage
location is implied, thereby. The investigator sliuply
used this manner of noting graphically perceivable prog-
ress within the stage limits. Table 2, p. 92, shows
data concerning CA, I~\, IQ, moral maturity score, and
per cent of increase over the pre-test score. Table 3,
p. 93, gives global stage placement.
Figure I denotes a jUdgment response to the ques-
tion, vnIY was }~ry or Jane / or John or Paul right or
wrong? It is to be noted that each individual reflected
some growth in judgment.
In Figure II application was made of the judg-
ment given by the retarded adults to their lives. Each
person responded to thirty test items on: If you were
Mary or Jane / or John or PaUl, what would you do?
Again a progression was noticed in the ability to reason.
uRespect U vIas a dominant note in the retarded adults t
application of jud~aent. The investigator suspects that
such responses indicate a previous amount of moral
training.
Figure III gives the results of the challenge in
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Decision-Iv1aking: Pel~sonal and Social Res!Jonsibili ty.
vfuich one, ~~ry or Jane / or John or Paul, did mo~e right
or wrong (in nllinbers 1-10) or was more fair or unfair?
(in numbers 11-15). rEne retarded adult was asked to com-
pare two ro~ns of action and to select the better or
worse one, and then to give a reasonable explanation for
the choice made. The investigator ass-wmed this aspect
would most validly indicate whether decision-making in
personal and social responsibility can be maintained in
the restricted enviromaent of residential settings.
Appendix IV depicts response samplings of all
three areas of questioning to which a stage 3 rating was
listed by the investigator. Evidently, decision-m~cing
in personal and social responsibility can be attained
and maintained by mentally retarded adults. This seems
to veri~y Bissonnierls re~lection on person-image. 1
Testing analysis denotes some growth for each
subject in all three types of questioning responses.
Hubbard 1 s findings would place SUbject E on the
preconventional stage 1 (p.14) within the }~ range of
2-7. She states that these persons are uunable to think
about their ovm thilliring, to reflect, or to reconstruct
in sequence ~heir reasoning. Their understanding
remains on a literal level unmindful of underlying
lSee p •.14.
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intentions and motivations. til However l she does add
that other factors such as environment and motivation
may vary their attainraent.
The retarded adults whose mental range was 4-8
through 5-11 (five men and five women) demonstrated im-
proved perrormance on all aspects tested. The investi-
gator sugges~ that rapport may have been a significant
factor supporting this growth. However, the pre-testing
scores for these individuals seemed very low as compared
to their later improvement. Many ~actors may have con-
tributed to this: a) Mentally retarded adults o~ lessened
mental capacity may need a nreadiness n program to help
them begin to think through simple stories and to answer
simple questions about them. The investigator proposes
that the teaching phase may have been such a readiness
for the post~test. b) These retarded adults may require
muoh more repetition of a concept than was given., The
investigator ha'd questioned initially whether the telling
of two stories in succession and requiring judgment, ap-
plication of' that judgment, and decision-making concern-
ing the story-character's action were too difficult at
this mental level, especially at the pre-testing phase.
c) Age may have been a contributing factor, also, espe-
cially among the women. Seven women were in age between
lHubbard l op. cit., p. 43
51-6 and 80-6, whereas only one man was advanced in age
beyond 49 and ~hat by only four months.
The debilitating effects of aging were noted in
particular '-lith t't-J'o women sUbjects (:MA 5-2 and 5-5).
SUbject A, age 72-5, had an extremely low listening,
capaoity. This compounded the problem regarding her lim-
ited intellectual ability. Though progress is reflected
in Figures I, II, III, the investigator suspects that a
degenerative mental condition has set in. SUbject G,
age 80-6, shows a record of growth that is somewhat ques-
tionable since her characteristic manner was to parrot
most of the responses of the i.nterrogator. Hence, it is
uncertain whether the answers given were her own or sim-
ply a repetition of the investigator's question.
The most difficult concept in the study was the
def~ing concept in Story 8-B, that of an innocent per-
son being lied about, being called a thief when he did
not steal. The less. capable adults 1 responses give
greater support to Kohlbergts discovery that concepts
more than one stage above the level of persons 1 reason-
ing ability remain incomprehensible to them.
Summing 'up, the testing pl1.ase indicated improved




MORAL JUDG11El~T STAGES OF D:B.,VELOPI1ENT
(aocording to Kohlberg)
Judgment: WHY was Mary or Jane right or 'tAIrong?
PRE-TEST == X POST-TEST = Z ,
A. • X • z. •
1 2 3 4
B. • X • Z • •
1 2 3 4
c. • • X Z • •
1 2 3 4
D. • • X z. •
1 2 3 4
E. • • X Z • •
1 2 3 4
F. • • X z. •
1 2 3 4
G. • X .z · •1 2 3 4
H. • X • Z • •
1 2 3 4
I. • X • Z • •
1 2 3 4
J. • • X Z • •
1 2 3 4
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FIGURE I-B
MORAL JUDG14mT STAGES OF DEVELOP}lENT
(according to Koblberg)
Judgment: 1my was John or Paul right or wrong?
PRE-TEST = X POST-TEST = Z
K. • .x z • •
1 2 3 4:
L. • x. z• •
1 2 3 4
M. • X Z • •
1 2 3 4
N. • X • Z • •
1 2 3 4
o. • .x z • •
1 2 3 4
P. • .x z • •
1 2 3 4
Q. • X .z • •
1 2 3 4
R. • .x z • •
1 2 3 4
s. • X z • •
1 2 3 4
T. • .x z • •
1 2 3 4
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FIGURE II-A
MORAL JUDG~·1ENT STAGES OF DEVELOPMEI~T
(according to Kohlberg) .
APPLICATION: It you were Mary or Jane, what would you- do?
PRE-TEST = X- POST-TEST = Z
A. · .x z · ·1 2 3 4
B. • · X Z · •1 2 3 4
c. • • X z. •
1 2 3 4
D. · • X z. •1 2 3 4
E. • · X Z •1 2 3 4
F. • • X Z •
1 2 3 4
G. .x · z • •.1 2 3 4
H. • X Z • •
1 2 3 4
I. • X Z • •
i 2 3 4
J. • • X Z •
1 2 3 4
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FIGURE' II-B
MORAL JUDGMENT STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT
(according to Kohlberg)
APPLICATION: If y()uwere John or Pau:L, what WOttld
:you do1
PRE-TEST = X POST-TEST = Z
K. • • X Z • •
1 2 3 4
L. • • X z. •
1 2 3 4
M. · .x z • •1 2 3 4
N. · · X Z • •1 2 3 4
o. · X Z · •1 2 3 4
P. · • X Z • ·1 2 3 4
Q. • X · Z • •1 2 3 4
R. • • X Z • ·1 2 3 4
s. • • X Z • •
1 2 3 4
T. • • X Z · •1 2 3 4
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FIGURE III-A
}fORAL JUDG11ENT STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT
(according to Kohlberg)
DECISI01~-MAKI~lG: vfuich one, Mary or Jane, did more
right or wrong (No. l~lO), or was
more fair or unfair (No. 11-15)?
PRE-TEST = X POST-TEST = Z
A. • • X Z • •
1 2 3 4
B. • • X z. •
1 2 3 4
c. • · x.z •1 2 3 4
D. • · X Z •1 2 3 4
E. • • X Z •
1 2 3 4
F. • • X • Z •
1 2 3 4
G. • X • Z • •1 2 3 4
H. • X Z · •1 2 3 4
I. • X • Z • •
1 2 3 4
J. • · X .z ·1 2 3 4
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FIGURE III-B
MORAL JUOOl1ENT S;.,~G:ES OF DEVELOPMENT
(accordirj.L~ to Kohlberg)
DEC ISI oN-YlAICING : \'Jhich one~ John or Paul, did more
right or wrong (No. 1-10), or was
more fair or unfair (No. 11-15)?
PRE-TEST = X POST-TEST = Z
K. • • X .z ·1 2 3 4
L. • · X .z ·1 2 3 4
M. • • X Z • ·1 2 3 4
N. · .x z •1 2 3 4
o. "'r Z· · .I~ ·1 2 3 4
p. v Z• • ..t~ • ·1 2 3 4
Q. • X · Z • •1 2 3 4
R. · · X Z1 2 3 i+
s. X Z
1 2 .3
T. · · X Z • •1 2 j LIe
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riowever, mure valuable than uaproved response was
augmented ego~strength among the subjects. All seemed to
show a greater feeling of self~worth. They responded ae-
tively. participating in music, art, and discussion.
They looked forward eagerly to the next get-together.
Their enthusiastic, joyous interpersonal interactions,
both with the interrogator and with one another. makes
this investigator willing to assert this factor as the
greatest ~pact on the person-image o~ even the most lim~
ited.
Initially, the investigator had postulated that
person-image of the retarded can be enhanced. It was
noted that improved rapport, an essential element of
growth in positive self-image, was discernible as the
study progressed. It seemed to st~ulate judgment. Dem-
onstrated improved performance by all the subjects in
judgment~making showed substantial growth for mentally
retarded individuals within such a short space or time.
It is suggested, thererore~ that further research be done
on rapport as an element conducive to growth in reasoning-
judgment.
Rosenthal states that seemingly minimal cues un-
intentionally emitted by the experimenter, may influence
the subject's response. (See p.51). Even should this
prevail, the investigator notes all the greater urgency
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for further research into rapport as an aspect essen-
tial to adequate reasoning response among mentally
retarded adults. ~ne appalling need ~or improved rapport
and research into rapport-building activities can be seen
in any state institution for retarded adults.
~ne investigator also hypothesized that retarded
adults can achieve further development in choice-making
relative to personal and social Christian responsibility.
The tabulations ~or the area of decision-making demon-
strate that eight women reached a global (overall)
stage 3 or 3(4), and four of these women attained also
a stage 3 moral maturity score. One other subject, D,
with an l1A of 6-9, approximated stage 3, scoring 293.4.
Six men obtained a global stage 3 score as well as a
stage 3 moral maturity score in decision-making. Eight
women and six men reached a global stage 3 in all three
phases of questioning tested. (Table 3, p. 93; Table 4,
p.94). Though some individual responses were of stage~
no one advanced to stage 4 development.
At the beginning it was stated that the sex fac-
tor was irrelevant to the study nor were sex-related dif-
ferences noticeable. However, due to residential condi-
tions, classes for men and women were held at different
periods of the day. As the project continued, it seemed
to the investigator that better responses were offered
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by the men. Though the men were less mature in mental
age, they were younger. The oldest man was forty-nine,
whereas seven women were above ~ifty in age. vlliile ob-
serving the lite style and supervisory procedures ot
both groups, the investigator noted that the men seemed
to enjoy greater freedom, as well as more outdoor and in-
door activities than the women. The investigator sus-
pects that the freer life-style rather than sex may be
the factor st~ulating the ments greater intellectual
alertness to the program. However, the age aspect could
likewise account for the difference.
The Validity of the story-content was~another
component questioned by the investigator. Were the
stories SUfficiently applicable to residential adults?
Stephens l1 findings state that reasoning opportunities
in ongoing concrete situations are needed to facilitate
the flexibility of the thought process. The examples
cited tried to keep this fact in f'ocus. Nevertheless l
this factor remains uncertain since only a ~~ted num-
ber or individuals' were involved in this study.
The investigator posits that one other subjec-
tive factor open,to question may be the judgments of the
rater, and her arbitrary stage.-placement scale.. Is the
Bath Stephens, ttThe Development o~ Reasoning,
}1oral Judgment., and I10ral Conduct in Retardates and Nor-
mals,uPhase II (Investigation, Temple University, Phil-
adelphia, 1972.
placement, too, open to arbitrary jUdgments? Though the
investigator tried to jUdge adult responses by the cri~
terion ot Ko~bergts stages of development, subjective
elements in the rater's jUdgment may have influenced her
choices. Therefore, the investigator suggests that other
findings may emerge from her data. Moreover, growth can
reveal itselr in countless other ways than those regis-
tered on this arbitrary stage-plaoement scale.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to investigate mor-
al jUdgment relative to person~image strength o£ the men-
tally retarded adult. Pertinent data tor this inquiry
were obtained from taped student responses to pre-test
and post-test items and from partioipation of each adult
in class. Kohlberg's moral maturity scale scores and his
global stage placement were the criterion used in rating
progress. Testing analysis denotes some growth tor each
SUbject in all three types of questioning responses. The
investigator posits, moreover, that reasoning-judgra.ent
response evinc~s person-image growth and that rapport is




The purpose of this study was to test the hypoth-
esis that person-image ~provement in mentally retarded
adults requires the development o~ judgment specifically
in regard to decision-making. 'The investigator likewise
attempted to dis'cover whether some mentally retarded
adults who have been long-term residents in a religious
residential setting can, with additional experiences, at-
tain Kohlbergls third stage of moral judgment and, even
in some cases, bridge the intellectual-moral gap between
stages three and four.
Population
Subjects for the study included twenty mentally
retarded adults, ten men and ten women, from tp.e Alverno
residential cottages at St. Coletta's School for Excep~
tional Children, Je~rerson, Wisconsin. Since this was
not a comparative study, no attempt was made to match
SUbjects as to CA, ~~, nor IQ. Each person's improve-
ment is shown on his own progress scale.
Treatment of Data
Data were obtained ~rom the taped student re-
sponses to the pre-test / post-test aspects or jUdgment,
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application of judgment, and decision-making. Assessment
of the data was made according to Kohlberg's stages of
development. The sUbjects were mentally retarded adults
'tii thin an I(~ range of 30-59. The Inaterial used follo'tved
Piaget IS paired-s"tories approach to moral judgment, that
of objective and subjective responsibility.
Tl1.6 manual, lIoit1 to Assess the l~loral Reasonil'lg of
Students: A Teacher l s Guide to the Use o~ Lawrence Kohl-
bergls Stage-Developmental ~ethod was followed in the
scoring procedure. (Appendix III). To secure greater
reliability to the interpreter's judgmental rating of
stage scores to sub j acts 1_ responses, the comments 't~ere
evaluated also by a second person knowledgeable in Kohl-
bergts stage placement.
In the initial statement of the problem the ques-
tion was posed as to whether the testing time was justi-
fiable. (p. 6). Restatement of this point seems perti-
nent here since the time-testing element was the most
gruelling dimension of the study. It should be remem-
bered that three and three-fourths hours was the average
length of the test. Since the same test was repeated in
post-testing, and since twenty individuals were involved
in the testing, this meant a direct testing time of ap-
proximately seventy-five hours. Then after post-testing
c~e another seventy-five hours of the investigatorts
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listening to the message o~ tlperson" breaking through.
In the responses given by the subjects, the in-
vestigator noticed that non purpose" and tlrespecttl ware
frequently stated by those adults with greater potential.
Since the series of lesson concepts were directed toward
positive Christian moral values, the answered statements
reflect that some positive growth in moral judgment was
attained. However, tho-se adults within the .five year
old mental range could possibly be parroting the words,
having very little'comprehension of the concept.
Some psychologioal experiments have indicated
"that minimal cues" unintentionally emitted by the ex-
perimenter, raight influence the SUbject I s response. til
Relevant here is Merton's self-fulfilling prophecy, that
one acts in such a way as to achieve more likely what is
expected of him. 2 Likewise, "current experiments show
that an intel'1'erSonal style, reflecting a' relaxed., per-
sonal" interested, and involved approach to hum~n SUbjects,
also tends to maximize the effects o~ an experimenter's
expectancy.,,3 Rosenthal concludes ttthat in some subtle,
lOskar Ptungst, Clever Hans: The Horse of V~.
von Osten, ad. by Robert Rosenthal (New York: Ifolt,
Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1965), in the Introduction




'unintentional way experimenters do communicate their .
expectations to their human sUbj cts, l~ose performance
.,
is then signii'icantly altered.u.J..
Haskett l s 2 f'indingsalso indicate 0 Uthat teacher
expectancy and pupil performance are closely related
variables. n She suggests that best results aOCI'ue \-lhen
goals are set on "optimistic teacher aspiration I'ather.
than on the pessimistic view of' pupil limitation.,,3
The above studies seem pertinent to the inves-
tigator's inquiry. The wa~, inter-personal relation-
ship established in the p~e-testing sessions with each
individual was maintained throughout the entire study.
EageI' to participate and intent on doing his "best", the
adult responded more freely and expressively and seemed
to grasp a deeper unde~standing or the religious concept
presented. It might, therefore, be hypot~esized that
experimenter expeotancy may have been a significant fac-
tor in the post-tests results.
Implications
The investigator suggests that rapport is a
vital element of reasoning-judgment growth. Greater
stress should be placed on establishing warm relations
lIbid., xxv.
2Sister ~1. Sheila Haslcett, "An Investigation of
the" Relationship between Taache~ Expectancy and Pupil
Achievement in theSpeeial Eduoation Class" (unpublished
~octoral dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1968, p.88
3Ibid., p. 91.
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not only with the individual but also with groups.
The retarded adults' sustained interest in the
story selections which were based on familiar ooncrete
experiences similar to their own was observable, in most
cases. It provides supporting.evidence for the inves-
tigator's postulate that growth of moral judgment can be
augmented by consistent use of the varied, practical
experiences for choice-making found in even the restricted
environment OJ:: residential settings. There is need for
more oreative and alert personnel to utilize all elements
of experience within the retarded adult's environment.
Stephens,l recent findings on liThe Development
ot Reasoning, Moral JUdgment~ and MO~al Conduct in Retar-
dates and Normals"u point out that development of reason-
ing and moral judgment of the retarded persons continues
beyond age t~enty. The present investigator's findings
suggest that the development oontinues even into old ag~
among mentally retarded adults. These results postulate
that greater eduoational efforts be made among retarded
adUlts, whether or not they are restored to their com-
munities. Further training in decision-making is thare~
fore imperative if society is to aid these retarded
adults in maintaining their social and personal responsi-
bility.
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PRE-TEST 1 - POST-TEST 1
Lesson 1 Concept: We must love God with all our hearts.
We show God we love Him by doing good to others.
~tory ~. (Objective responsibility)
I'1ary (or John) was upstairs. She was hungry.
Just than the dinner bell rang. Mary rushed out of the
room. She bumped into a lady at the railing. Mary
grabbed the railing to keep ~rom falling. She pUlled
the railing so hard that she tore it loose rrom the
wall.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Mary do right or wrong?
3. Why do you think so?
4. If you were ¥1ary, what would you do? \fuy?
Story 2. (Subjective responsibility)
Jane (or Paul) was riding her bicycle. She saw
another woman riding toward her. Jane said, "l don't
want that woman on the road vrith me. II It was an angry
Jane that bumped into the lady. She knoclred the lady
off the bike and broke the handle bar on her bicyole.
1. Repeat the four questions above.
2. Then ask: Did Mary who pulled on the railing, or
did Jane who bumped into the woman on the bicycle
do more right or wrong? Why do you think so?
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PRE-TEST 2 - POST-TEST 2
Lasson 2 Concept: nWe must love God '-lith all our heart
and we must love our neighbor as ourself. I show I
love mysel~ by respeoting myself as a special person.
Story 1. (Objective responsibility)
Mary (or John) was invited to a party. She put
on her prettiest dress. Mary looked beautiful! At the
party she sat down on a chair that had a nail sticking
out. l~ry tore her best dress on-the nail.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Mary do right or wrong?
3. Why do you thinl{: so?
4. It you were 1'"lary, vlha t would you have done? Why?
Story 2. (Subjective responsibility)
Jane (or Paul) had a bad cold on Friday. She
had to go to bed. The nurse told her to stay in bed
on Saturday. Jane said to herself, nSaturday is the
movie at St. Coletta. I am going to the movie. II So
Jane went on the bus to the movie. Her cold got worse.
1. Repeat the four questions above.
2. Then ask: Did 11ary or Jane do worse? lviary tore
tore her dress on the nail. Jane went to the movie
with a cold. 'Why do you think so?
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PRE-TEST 3 - POST-TEST 3
Lesson 3 Concept: "''Ie must love God wi th all our heart
and love our neighbor as oursel:r. tJ A neighbor is some-
one who needs me. 1ihen I share with others, I show love.
Story 1. (Subjective responsibility)
Mary (or John) and her friend went to the Snack
machine. Mary's ~riend did not have a dime with her.
But ~~ry had money in her purse. Mary told herself,
"My friend always treats me. I will treat her today.tI
¥~y bought a candy bar for her friend.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Mary do right or wrong?
3. 1tJhy do you think so?
4- If you were llflary, what would you do? vlhy?
Story 2. (Subjective responsibility)
Jane (or Paul) and her friend were enjo'ying
their box lunches. Jane saw a woman vIi thout a lunch.
Jane said, tlI will share my lunch with the woman." She
went to the woman and said, tlyou may have half of my
lunch. If
1. Repeat the tour questions above.
2. Then ask: Did }Iary \-rho bought a candy bar for her
friend, or did Jane who shared her lunch)
with the woman who had no lunch do more
right or wrong? \fuy do you think so?
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PRE-TEST 4 - POST-TEST 4
Lesson 4 Concept: The neighbor is a person having the
same right to love, respect and dignity ot a human per-
son as I'have. vfuen I show respect for my neighbor, I
show my love ror God.
Story ~. (Subjective responsibility)
}mry (or John) and her friends were playing
ball. A orippled. lady wanted to play with them. Mary
said, UNo, you oan't play with us. We don't want a
cripple playing with us. You make too many mistakes. tf
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Mary do right or wrong?
3. vlhy do you think so?
4- If you were Mary, what would you do? vfuy?
Story 2. (Subjective responsibility)
Jane (or Paul) saw a crippled old woman walking
across the street. She looked very tunny. Her body
jerked and twisted as she walked. The old woman a~ost
fell. Jane laughed at how funny the old lady looked as
she tried to gat up. Jane had a good tira.a laughing at
the old woman crossing the street.
1. Repeat the four questions above.
2. Then ask: Did Mary who wouldn l t let the crippled
woman play, or did Jane wl1.O laUghed at the old lady
crossing the street do more right or wrong? \AJb.y do
you think so?
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PRE-TEST '5 - POST-TEST 5
Lesson 5 Concept: Love of God entails a relationship
of creature to Creator. I~n has duties to God: wor-
ship~ reverence, dependence and love.
Story 1. (Subjective responsibility)
John and his ~riends went fishing. John relt
big when he went fishing with the man. Some of the men
used bad language. John did as the men did. He used
God's n~e in jokes, and he swore many times.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did John do right or VJ'rong?
3. Why do you think so?
4. If you were John, what would you do? Why?
Story 2. (Subjeotive responsibility)
Jane (or Paul) was on her way to Mass on Sunday
morning. She met some of her friends. They were going
camping. The women said, "Don't go to YlaSs. Come with
us. It Jane said, flI like camping. It 1 s fun. I will
come with you. If Then everyone went camping together.
1. Repeat the four questions above.
2. Then ask: Did John who used bad language, or did
Jane who went camping do more right or wrong? 1rlhy
do you think so?
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PRE-TEST 6 - POST-TEST 6
Less,on 6 Concept: 1--Ie are children of God. vie must
respect our body and soul.
Story 1. (Objective responsibility)
Mary (or John) was arguing with another woman.
Soon the two of them ware fighting. Mary pushed the
woman; the woman pushed her back. IY1ary got mad. She
slapped the woman. The woman got a bloody nose.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Mary do right or wrong?
3. 'L-Jhy do you thinlt so?
4. If you were Mary, what would you do? Why?
Story 2. (Subjective responsibility)
Jane (or Paul) worked in a shop. Jane knew her
job well. She did not like people who were slow or
clumsy. A new l'1orker needed her help. Jane gave her
the directions quickly and only once. But the lady was
slow; she did not understand Jane. She made many mis~
takes. Jane got angry. She said, nOh, you old stupid
thing, get out. n
1. Repeat the four questions above.
2. Then ask: Did l'Iary 'Vlho gave the 't'1oman a bloody
nose, or did Jane who told the woman to get out do
more right or wrong? \fuy do you thinlt so?
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PRE~TEST 7 - POST-TEST 7
Lesson 7 Concept: We show God that we love H~ by
treating our bodies with respect. We must take care of
our health. We must not ha~ any -part o~ our body.
Story 1. (Objective responsibility)
I~Iary (or John) was sick in bed. She just would
not eat. She didn't like the tood. The doctor said
that Mary oould and should e~at everything. But :Mary
would not eat because sha didn't like the food.
1. Tall me the story.
2. Did 11ary do right or 't-lrong?
3. vmy do you think so? '
L~. .If' you were Mary, what would you do? 'tVhy?
Sto~ 2. (Subjective responsibility)
Jane (or Paul) went oamping with her friends.
She liked to boast about the stunts she could do. At
the camp Jane found two large rooks. She shouted,
nWatch me. It . Then she jumped from one big rock to the
other big rock. She fell and got hurt.
1. Repeat the four questions above.
2. Then say: Did Mary who would not eat food she did
not like, or did Jane who did risky stunts do more
right or wrong? Why do you think so?
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PRE-TEST 8 - POST-TEST 8
Lesson 8 Concept. We show we respect God when we speak
good about God and about other people. We must respect
our good name. We must respect the name or other men.
Story 1. (Subjective responsibility)
Mary (or John) found a little black dog. The
ol~er crone for the dog, but Mary would not give the dog
back. She said~ uPinders, k~epers.n The owner cried
out, tJyou are a thief'. That dog is mine. n But l1a:ry
only laughed. She would not give the dog back.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Mary do right or wrong?
3. Why do you thinlt so?
4. If you were Mary, what would you do 'I Why?
Story 2. (Subjective responsibility)
Jane (or Paul) ,,,,as walking down the street. She
passed a group of women. She heard someone say, "There
goes that Jane. She stole the gir1 1 s purse. tt Jane got
angry. She' wallted up to the women. tryou are lying, It
Jane said. "I did not steal that purse."
1. Repeat the ~our questions above.
2. Then ask: Did Mary who found the dog, or did Jane
who got angry at the women do more right or wrong?
Why do you think so?
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PRE-TEST 9 - POST-TEST
Lesson 9 Concept: We belong to God's ramily. God is
our Father. Jesus is our Brother. All men are brothers.
S~orx 1. (Objective responsibility)
The Jones ramily found a little dea~ and dumb
girl on their porch. The f~lily tried to teach her sign
language. But little Elizabeth would not play with her.
One day Elizabeth just ran a~ay from home.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Elizabeth do right or wrong?
3. Why do you thinlr so?
4. It you were Elizabeth, what 'Vlould you do? vJhy?
Story 2. (SubjeQtiv~ responsibility)
John and his father were driVing in Mississippi.
The car ran out of gas. John and his :father had to walk
a long l-lay in the hot sun. John got siok. His father
left him with a 'black family on a farm. Then he vlent
for gas. A white truckdriver brought the father baok.
The truckdriver said to John, flAren't you glad to get
away from those dirty, stupid, black people?l1 They are
no good for our land."
1. Repeat the i'our questions above.:
2. Then ask: Did little .EJ..izabeth who ran a't.:ray from
home, or did the white truckdriver do
'more right or 'Wrong? v1hy do you think
so?,
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PRE-TEST 10 - POST-TEST 10
Lesson 10 Concept: God wants us to tell the truth.
People cannot trust us if we lie.
Story 1. (Objective responsibility)
¥~ry (or John) wanted the new woman at the cot-
tage to like her. She made up stories about how rich
she was. But l"1ary t s family was not rich. 1-1a.:ry just
wanted the new woman to like her.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Mary do right or wrong?
3. \ihy do you think so?
4. If you were Mary, what would you do? Why?
Story 2. (Subjeotive responsibility)
Jane (or Paul) opened a big can or paint. She
was painting a big sign for Sister. Two girls ware out
walking. They passed by and knocked over the paint can.
The paint went allover the floor. Sister asked, t1\~Jho
left the can of paint open?" Jane said, liThe girls did. n
The girls got punished.
1. Repeat the four questions.above.
2. Then ask: Did I~1ary who wanted the ne't.J' woman tor her
~riend, or did Jane who left the can of paint open
do more right or wrong? Why do you think so?
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PRE-TEST 11 - POST-TEST 11
Lesson 11 Concept: Justice means giving to others what
belongs to them. Eve~y individual has a right to life.
No matter how crippled or sick he-may be, he has a
right to respect ~rom other people.
Story 1. (Subjective responsibility)
Mary (or John) has a job carrying a dinner tray
to the sick in bed. One woman is siok all the time.
Mary gets tired o;C carrying trays to her. She malces up
her mind not to speak to the woman when she brings her
the tray. She just puts the tray down on a chai~ and
leaves the room immediately.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Mary do right 'or lirOng?
3. Why do you think so?
4. It you were I~ary, wha t would you do? ~fuy?
Story 2. (Subjective responsibility)
Jane (or Paul) Sl-leepS the floor in the lunch
room after meals. One of the ladies has trouble eat~
ing. Har hand shakes. Often the food falls to the
floor. Jane calls her "sloppy" and refuses to give her
the ~ood if she won't eat right.
1. Repeat the four questions above.
2. Then aslt: 1~as llo1ary 't~ho 't~ould no t speak to the sick
woman, or vIas Jane who refused to give the lady any
food, more .fair or unf'air? vmy do you think so?
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PRE-TEST 12 - POST-TEST 12
Lesson 12 Concept: Man is a social human being. He has
a duty to respect and treat with care the body of every
man.
and got hurt.
1. Repeat the £our questions above.
2. Then ask: 1'las Mary who pushed the woman on the
swing, or was Jane who pushed the crippled woman,
more fair or unfair? vJhy do you thinlt so?
w..A ,,g. ..
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PRE-TEST 13 - POST-TEST 13
Lesson 13 Concept: We must treat our neighbor fairly.
We must always respect his good name.
Story 1. (Objeotive responsibility)
Mike was the winner of a gold medal at the Olym-
pics. The school had a celebration to honor Mike. But
John liQuId not go. He said, UWhy should we honor him?
All he does is run'?u
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did John do right or wrong?
3. Why do you think so?
4. If you were John, what would you do? Why?
Story 2. (Subjective ~esponsibility)
Jane (or Paul) just doesn't like the new woman
at the cottage. She calls her all kinds of n~es. Jane
lies about the things she does. Jane tries to get others
not to like he~, also.
1. Repeat the four questions above.
2.. Then ask: \vas John who would not go to the eelebra"
tion, or was Jane· who did not like the new woman,
more ~air or unfair? Why do you think so?
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PRE-TEST 14 - POST-TEST 14
Lesson 14 Concept: Every person has a right to have
property of his own. We must respect what belongs to
other people.
Story 1. (Objective responsibility)
¥~ry (O~ John) loves music. One ot the women
got a new radio for her birthday. One day when she was
out working, }~ry went into ,her room to play the radio.
She reached for the radio, but it £ell out o~ her ~and
and broke. Mary said nothing to anyone about it.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did }lary do right or wrong?
3. vJhy do you think so?
4- If you were Mary. what wou1d you do? \ihy?
Story 2. (Subjeotive responsibility)
One o~ the women got a very pretty dress for
her birthday.- Jane (or Paul) decided to wear the new
dress. She just went into the woman's room and put it
on. At dinner she spilled tomato juice on it. Jane
went upstairs and put the dress back in its plaoe. She
said nothing about it to anyone.
1. Repeat the rour questions above.
2. Then ask : vias 1wIary who broke the radio, or 'Vtas
Jane llho ruined the new dress, more fair or un..fair?
vfuy do you thim( so?
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PRE-TEST 15 - POST-TEST 15
Lesson 1$ Concept: Every person has a right to own
p~operty. But people also have a duty to share their
goods with others who are in need." People who have
. much should use their possessions ror the good of all.
Story 1. (Objective responsibility)
Mr. King has opened his large farm as a picnic
area for 'poor people. His one rule is: "Clean up before
you leave. II Mary (or John) enjoys going to the farm.
with her friends. But Mary doesn't like to clean up.
She just leaves her friends. Then they must do it all.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Mary do right O~ wrong?
3. Why do you think so?
4. If you were lVlary, 'tvhat would you do? VVhy?
Story 2. (Subjective responsibility)
¥~. Smith lets poor people come into his apple
orchard to pick apples for themselves. The apples are
free. But the people must leave the orchard in order.
Jane (or Paul) was picking apples with her friends.
She saw a big branch loaded with apples. She broke the
branch and ran away with her .friends.
1. Rapea~ the four questions above.
2. Then ask: Was Mary who wouldn't help, or was Jane
who b:r-oke the apple branch, more fair or unfair?

























We must love God with all our hearts.
We love God by doing good to others.
Having discussed the lesson concept,
adult will respond satisractorily to a
question in the comprehension check.
A lavtyer asked, uLord, what must I do to
get to heaven?" (Love God above all).
Jesus is my best friends. Jesus wants
me ~or His special rriend.
God is almighty, all-loving, all-good•
. (Elicit gifts: life, mind, will, etc.) •
.Proce·ssionalj sing, npraise Him. If
Luke 10: 25-28. Personal prayer.
Singing: uPraise Him."
"Thank You, God. tf
Questions trom paired-stories. Elicit·
thinking: vlhy do you think so?
Mary (or John) was setting the table.
She carried in three plates at a time.
She dropped the plates and broke them.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Mary do right or wrong?
3. 'Wl1.y do you think so?
4. If you 'tiera Mary, "-that lv-ould you
do? Why?
Jane (or Paul) "lnakes beds U each day.
A lady complains. Jane decides to get
even with her. She tears her picture.
1. Repeat the four questions above.
2. Then aslt: Did I\.1ary who broke the
plates or Jane who tore the pic-
ture do more right or wrong? Why?
Tape recorder, taped songs (cassette)
Microphone (:Cor "Roving Reporter")
Pictures: Jesus, Mary, nature scenes





















I ~1USt love my neighbor as myself. I
show love for myself by doing good.
Adult will respond satisfactorily to a
question in the comprehension check.
Jesus came on earth to ·show me how to
be the special person God made me.
God made me lilre Him: wi th a mind that
can think, a heart that can love others.
Review: I ~a wonderfully made. Stress
"will", ttintention tl and "loven.
Processional; sing" "Thank You, God."
L~e 10: 25-28. Personal response.
Adults make up verses to song, "Thank
You, God. It (Tune: uLondon Bridge If) •
Questions from paired-stories. Elicit
thinking: Why do you think so?
Mary (or John) was making cookies. S~e
burned herself when taking the oookies
from the oven. All the oookies broke.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Ylary do right or wrong?
3. Why do you think so?
4. If you were Mary, what would you do?
Jane (or Paul) and her friends were mak-
ing puppets. Jane grabbed a woman's
puppet. She broke it so she'd be first.
1. Repeat the four questions above.
2. Then ask: Did :Mary who broke the
cookies or did Jane who broke the
puppet do more wrong? 'V'lh.y do you
think so?
Tape recorder
Taped songs (cassette) .
l1icrophone (:Cor lJRoving Reporter 11 )
Pictures: cookies, puppets, people





















I must love my neighbor as myself. A
neighbor is someone who needs me. When
I share with others, I show love.
Adult will respond satisfactorily to a
question in the comprehension check.
I thank God for sharing Jesus with me
by helping anyone who needs me.
Review Jesus' sharing His gifts of love,
mind and will with me.
Story o£ the' Good Samaritan. Sharing
with those who need me pleases Jesus.
Processional; sing, "God Has the Whole
World in His Hands." Luke 10: 2$-28.
Sharing: Shelling Corn ~or Carol's job.
Then share cookies with one anothe~.
Questions from paired~stories. Elicit
thinking: Why do you think so?
Mary or John lilces to play cards. Three
women want to play with her. Mary gets
her cards. They all enjoy the game.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did 1-'1ary do right or wrong?
3. tihy do you think so?
4. If you were I1ary, what would you do?
Jane or Paul began to watch her favorite
T V show. A lady got her knitting yarn
tangled. Jane helped her untangle it.
The show was over before Jane got done.
1. Repeat the four questions above.
2. Then ask: Did Mary who played cards,
or did Jane who helped the woman do
better? Why do you think so?
Tape recorder and taped songs (cassette)
Microphone i'or "Roving Reporter"
Bible, two candles, matches






















The neighbor is a person having a right
to love, respect and dignity.
Adult will respond satisfactorily to a
question in the comprehension check.'
One day Jesus said, nlr you really love
Iv1e, then love your neigl1.bor as yours elf. ft
God gave everyone a body with power to
live, grow, act and love.
Jesus tells everyone, ftvl'nen you respect
your neigllbor, :>rou respect £VIe. n Elicit
acts of sharing, spe~ring, etc.
Processional; sing, tr1fuatsoever You
Do. 1t Matt. 25: 40. "Our Father. u
Banner making; cut out pictures to fit
the song verses the group composed.
("Thank You, God for ••• tf)
Questions from· paired-stories. Elicit
thinking: Hhy do you thiru{ so?
Mary (or John) works with a lady who
cannot speak clearly. HI don't like to
talk to her and I won t t, n l-1ary says.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did }~ry do right or wrong?
3. 1~y do you thi~~ so?
4. If you were Mary, what would you do?
Jane (or Paul) lives with a deaf lady.
~ne lady gets news all mixed up. Jane
malces fun of her before other people.
1. Repeat the four questions above.
2. Then ask: Did Mary who won't talk
to the lady or did Jane who laughs
at t he deaf lady do more right or
wrong? Why do you thiruc so?
Tape recorder and taped songs (cassette)
1..1icrophone for lfRoving Reporter tl
Bible, two candles, matches








Man has duties to God: worship, love,
reverenoe and dependence.
Adult will respond satisractorily to a
question in the comprehension check.
We adore and love God our Fathe~. We
want God to be first in our lives.
Review our relations with God vmo is
almight, all-loving, all-wise, all-good.


















Continue worle{ on the banner. Sing the
verses as work on each one prooeeds.
John is a goo'd ·svlimrtler. He likes win-
ning in contests, but he is a poor
loser. Taen he swears and gets mad.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did John do right or wrong?
3. vlhy do you thin1{ so?
4. If you were John, what vl0uld you
do? Why?
Jane (or Paul) stays up late on Satur..
. days watching her best T V show. On
Sundays she won't go to V~ss. She
says that she needs her rest.
1. Repeat the four questions above.
2. ~len ask: Did John who doesn1t
like losing or did Jane who stays
in bed on Sunday morning do more
w~ong? Why do you thirut so?
Tape recorder and taped songs (cassette)
Microphone i'or 1tRoving Reporter tr
Bible, two candles, matches













\-Je are children of God. 1ie li1USt respect
our bodies and souls.
Adult 1-rill rer10'tv baptislnal promises and
take part in a celebration.
God made every part of my body and it is
good. God wants me to respect my body.
God gave me ~aith and love for my soul.
We must respect ourselves because we are
children or God and belong to Him.
God l-lants TIle to be l'lappy vIi th Him for--
ever in heaven. Let us thank God for
the gift of faith He has given us.
Christ is our life. (Light the candle).
Christ is the Light of the world. He
. shows us the way to heaven. Jesus said
we must be baptized. We must become a
child of God. We will celebrate our
baptis111al day to thanl{ God for malcing
us His children. (Pass candles).
ProceSSiOl1.al; sing, uThis Little Light
of Mine. n Gather around tl1.e Bible. At
our Baptism, the priest poured water on
our forel1.ead and said, ttl baptize you,
in the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Spirit. tf And right
then, we were born into God l s family.
n~iruc of that wonderful moment.
Ephesians 1: 5. UThink of the love the
Father has for us, that we should be
called the children of God--and we
really are. It (Silent thanltsgiving).
Do you believe in God our Father \iho
made you? All: I DO BELIEVE.
Do you believe in Jesus Christ vfuo
saved you? All: I DO BELIEVE.
Do you believe in the Holy Spirit Who
ma1ces you holy? All: I DO BELIEVE.
Sing: tlI.Ara Special ••• You••• God. "





















We must t~{e care of our health. We
must not harm any part of our bodies.
Adult will respond satisfactorily to a
question in the oomprehension check.
Today many people do not respect life.
They ha~n their own and other people's
lives. 1'le must respect our life.
We must have respect for our Ovln bodies
and souls. We are inwortant people.
We must tillre care of our bodies: keep
them clean and healthy; keep them safe.
Processional; sing, uGod "fill Tal{e
Care of Me. If Leviticus 19: 17.
Singing: uPraise I{im, tf "Glory to God, n
trGod Will Talre Ca"re of r~1e, tr tr.Amen. tI
Mary (or John) has a bad habit of run-
ning outside without wraps, even on
cold days. Now, she is sick in bed.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Mary do right or wrong?
3. \~Jhy do you thinl{ ·so?
4- Ir you were Mary, what would you
do? \fuy?
Jane (or Paul) is just learning to swim.
She must not swim i11. deep vlater. But
Jane does not listen. She likes deep
water. She 1i1ces talcing rislrs.
1. Repeat the four questions above.
2. ~~en ask: Did !~ry who went out-
side without a coat or did Jane
who wants to swim in deep water do
more right or lvrong? ~~y?
Tape recorder, taped songs(cassette)
Btble, two candles, matches





















We must respect our good n~e. We must
respect the good name of other men.
Adult will respond satisfactorily to a
question in the comprehension check.
One day Jesus said, HIf you really love
Me, you will speak the truth to others.
Sonle Jet-Is called Jesus naraes. Jesus
told them they must speak good things
about the Spirit of God.
Some men told lies about Jesus. Jesus
defended His good nrone. We, too, must
defend our good name. We must speak
well about other people.
Processional; Sil1.g, ItGlory to God. n
John 8: 49. Personal prayer.
Singing: 11ass portions. ttLord, Have
l1ercy. Ii tlHoly, Holy, Holy. 11
Questions from paired-stories. Elicit
thinking: vfuy do you think so?
Mary (or John) found a white kitten.
The o"t~er carne for it, but lI"la.ry kept
it. Mary told the woman to go away.
She called the 'Vloman nrones.
Jane (or Paul) enjoys telling jokes.
He makes fun of people in his jokes.
He often says things that are not true.
1. Repeat the four questions above.
2. Then ask: Did Mary who called the
lady names or did Jane who made up
stories about others do more right
or wrong? Why do you think so?
Tape recorder, taped songs (cassette)
!vlicl~Opl1.one
Bible, two candles, matches




















God is our Father. All men are broth-
ers. All men are children of God.
Adult will respond satisfaotorily to a
question in the c.omprehansion check.
Song: "v'Jhatsoever You Do. 11
God our Father gave us Jesus ror our
Brother to teach us to love each other.
Disouss each line of the song, trWhat-
soever You Do. It Apply to examples.
Processional; sing, n\Vhatsoever You
Do. n 11att. 25: 34-46. "Our Father."
Role playing of verses of the song.
Questions from paired-stories. Elicit
thinking: Why do you think so?
Mary (or John) was visiting in the hos-
pital. She saw a lady trying to walk
wi th crutches. l1ary 'talent to help her.
One crutch ~ell and hit the lady's arm.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Mary do right or wrong?
3. ~ihy do you thiru! so?
4. If you were ~mry, what would you do?
Jane (or Paul) was waiting for a bus.
It was a cold, icy day• An old lady.
wanted the bus on the other side of the
street. Mary helped her get across the
icy street. She missed her own bus.
1. Repeat the four questions above.
2. Then ask: Did l1ary who struck the
lady with the crutch or did Jane
who helped the woman across the
street do more right or 'Vrrong? Why
do you thinlt so?
Tape recorder and taped songs (cassette)
l1icrophone for URoving Reporter"
Bible, two candles, matches








God wants us to tell the truth. People
trus t us TI10re if we tell the truth.
Adult will ~espond satisfactorily to a
question in the c·~raprehension checlr.
Jesus praised His friend, Nath~niel.
HI-Ie does not rllalre others think he is
better tl1.an he is. lIe is hirllsel:r. tr
Could Jesus say the same thing about
you? about me? Jesus loved truth.
Pilate aslred Jesus, Tf~ihat is truth?"

















Singing: tfH61y, Holy, Holy.1f (I\1ass).
Questions from paired-stories. Elicit
thinking: \fny do 'you Jehinl( so?
}~ry (or John) had a job taking a lady
riding in her wheelchair. Mary told
funny stories to make the lady laugh.
Sometimes the stories were not true.
Jane (or Paul) noticed two ladies in the
playroom. They kept watching Jane and
her friends. Jane said, "Keep a't~ay
from them. They are out -to get 'us."
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Mary (or Jane) do right or wrong?
3. Why do you thirur so?
4. If you were Mary (or' Jane), what
vl0uld you do?
(The above questions apply to both
stories.) Then ask: Did }~ry who
told the lady funny stories or did
Jane who warned her friends to keep
away from the women do more right'
or wrong? 1ihy do you think so?
Bible, tv-l0 candles, l11atches.





















Everyone has a right to life. He has a
right to be respected and considered.
Adult will ~espond satisfactorily to a
question in the comprehension check.
Life is God's great gift to us. We live
only a little while on earth, but we
will live with God forever.
Picture study or two scenes of accidents.
Did anyone get hurt? Waase fault is it?
Discuss ,~~y it is wrong to injure delib-
erately the life or narlle of another per-
son. How do we act toward the injured?
Frocas sional; sing, ttl-Ie t s Got the 'Whole
\rtlorld. It LUlce 13: 15-17. HOur Father. 11
Singing: 1tLamb of God,n and review of:
other hymns for the special }~ss.
Questions from paired-stories. Elicit
tl1.inlcing: ~1hy do you thinlc so?
Mary (or John) and her crippled friend
were playing on the shuffle board. l1ary
dropped her stick on the friendts foot.
The lady got injured.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Mary do right or wrong?
3. ~ny do you thiw{ so?
4. If you were Mary, what would you do?
Jane (or Paul) played cards every day
with a deaf friend. Jane would scream
at the lady to listen to her. She'd
often make fun of what the lady said.
1. Repeat the four questions above.
2. Then ask: Did }~ry who dropped the
crutch or did Jane who screamed at
the lady do more right or wrong?
vmy do you thiru{ so?
Bible, two candles, matches, microphone





















11an is a social human being. He has a
duty to treat with care each mants body.
Adult will respond satisfactorily to a
question in the comprehension check.
'~e must do to others what we want them
to do to us in protecting our bodies.
It is not right to laugh at a handi-
capped person. We owe h~ respect.
Every person is important. His injured
mind or body doe,s not injure his soul.
He is a child of God and deserves our
respect and help. {Pictures ot handicap).
Processional; sing, HI Am Special. It
Luke 9: 48. Spontaneous prayer.
Begin the banner for the speoial litur-
gy. uPraise God." Cut out pictures
or different kinds of people at work.
Questions from paired-stories. Elicit
thinking: 'my do you think so?
Mary is shoving a heavy basket of wash.
She bumps into a lady. The l-lOman falls
and bre~ts hep leg.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Mary do right or wrong?
3. vlhy do you th.i.rl1-r so?
4. If you were Mary, what would you
do? 1ihy? (Repeat the questions
below) •
Jane wants a lady to help her' carry
books to the next room. The lady is
not strong; she can 1 t. Jane calls her
lazy and good for nothing.
Bible, two candles, matches.
Tape recorder, microphone, ea~sette.
Pictures o£ handicapped persons.





















We must treat our neighbor fairly. We
must always respect his good name.
Adult will respond satisfactorily to a
question in the oomprehension check.
Some of the Pharisees said that Jesus
worked by the power or the devil. Jesus
said, "You are not showing honor to the
Spirit or God in Me. That is wrong."
God is love. We honor the Spirit o~ God
when we resp.e,ct the good name of everyone.
One day Jesus cured ten men. Only one
, man came bacl! to thank Him. Jesus was
hurt. uHas no one returned to give God
glory but this stranger?tf It is right
to honor people who do something good.
Processional; sing, "Glory to God. 1t
}~rk 3: 28~30. Prayers of praise.
Singing: uPraise to the Lord. If (Mass)
Questions ~rom paired-stories. Elicit
thinking: vlhy do' you' think so?
Mary's (or John's) friend won a contest
prize in singing. I1ary went to her
friends and told them the good news.
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did lflary' do l~ight or wrong?
3. \Vhy do you think so?
4. If you were 11ary, what would you do?
Jane Sali' a lady piclt soma money from the
table. She told her rriends to hide
their money because that. lady was a thief.
1. Repeat t~e four questions above.
2. Then ask: Did Mary who praised her
~riend or did Jane who talked about
the lady do more right or wrong?
\ihy do you think so?





















Every person has a right to own proper-
ty. We respect vn1at belongs to others.
Adult will respond satisfactorily to a
quest~9n in the comprehension check.
rt1/'Jl1.a t mus t I do to ge t to heavan? tr
tlyou know the law. fraIl it to me,n
Jesus said to the lawyer.
vmat did Jesus tell the lav~er to do?
\ihat do you thiru{ Jesus is telling us?
God gave us two wonderful powers: the
power to think and the power to choose.
We know we must respect the property
of others; we must choose to do right.
Processional; sing, "Praise Him."
Lulce 10: 25-28. flOur Father. n
Singing: npraise Him," uGlory to God,n
"God \~ill Take Care or ~Jle, 11 uAmen. n
Questions from paired-stories. Elicit
tl1.inl{ing : ~~lhy do you thinlt so?
I~ry (or John) saw a wrist watch on the
table. She picked it up to get the
time. ~ae 01fner grabbed it out o£ her
hand. "You leave my things alone."
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Mary do right or wrong?
3- Why do you thirur so?
4. If you were !1ary, what would you do?
Jane picked up a girl's scarf. It is
cold outside so she decided to wear it.
She dropped the scarf and got it dirty.
1. Repeat the rour questions above.
2. ~~en ask: Did Mary who picked up
the wrist watch or did Jane who
wore the scarf do more wrong? vfuy?


















People have a duty to share their goods
with others who are in need. They must
use riches for the good of all people.
Adult will respond satis~actorily to a
question in the comprehension check.
We belong to God's family. All men are
brothers. ~ney'must be' ~air' in giving'
each one what belongs to him.
Some men use every opportunity to get
possessions of their own. Many men can
not earn enough to own things. How can
we be fair to everyone, both rich and
poor?
,One ot the big problems allover the
world is this 9ne o~ sharing possessions.
Is money the only wealth people must
share? ~fuat do you think? Discuss.
Jesus said, ftHappy are the poo'r in spir-
it. II Whatwas Jesus trying to tell us? .
Processional; sing, UWhatsoever You Do. If
Matt. 5: 1-3. Spontaneous nrayer.
Sing : "0~r Father# II "Amen. "II
Questions from Paired-Stories. Elioit
thinking: vlhy do you think so?
Mary (or John) and the women were rllalting
the banner for lY!ass. They got paper on
the floor, table, and chairs. The table
got paste on it. The girls had to clean
up, but Mary would not help. rtIt's your
job • n she tells theln.
Jane (or Paul)received a five pound box
of.' her favorite chocolates. tlI shall
have enough :roJ:" a couple o~ weeks,tJ she
says. tlNo," she decides" n I want every
woman here to share my candy with me. If
The following questions apply to both
stories:
1. Tell me the story.
2. Did Mary (or Jane) do right or wrong?
3. Why do you thinlt so?
4. Ii' you were 1-1ary, what would you do?
APPEl'TDIX III
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How to Assess the Moral Reasoning o~ Students:
Teacher's Guide to the Use of Lawrence Kohlberg l s
Stage-Dev~lopmental Method
IIow to Score:
The stage assigned to the pupil for each story
may be pure or mixed, as follows:
Stage 3--pure stage 3.
Stage 3(2)--mostly stage 3, some stage 2.
Stage 3(2)?--can ' t tell whether it is stage 2
or 3, but probably 3.
Stage 3?--likely stage 3, but not sure.
Using this procedure, all stories answered are as-
signed a score.
After the teacher has scored each story ror a
given student,' an overall, global score for that
student can be arrived at in the following way:
1. List the final score for each story.
2. a) Assign a weight of 3 to a pure score (such
as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6).
b) For a mixed score, such as 1(2), 2(3),
2(4), etc., assign a weight of 2 to the
major stage and 1 to the minor stage.
3. Add up the totals for each stage and convert
to percentages.
a) If 50% or more of the stories are at a
given stage, this becomes a major stage in
the global score.
b) If 25% or more of the stories are at a










An example will illustrate this procedure:
1. The final scores on each story for student A
are: 2(3), 3, 3(2), 3.
Stage 2
2
The totals are: 3 9
~~e percentages are: 3/12 or 25% for stage 2.
9/12 or 75% for stage 3.
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Therefore, the global score is 3(2). (Note that
the major stage always appears first, followed by
the minor stage, if there is one, in brackets).
For some students (about 10% to 15% of the
class), the~e will not be any stage that receives
at least 50% of the score, in l~ich case it is not
possible to assign a global score.
In addition to assigning a student a major
stage, IColllberg assigns a moral Yi1aturity·score.
Tnis score is based on a system of stage weighting,
assigning stage 1 a weight o~ 1, stage 2 a weight
of 2, and so on. The weight of: each stageshovm
by a student is multiplied by the percentage of his
scores at this stage. Accordingly, moral maturity
scores range from 100 (all stage 1) to 600 (all
stage 6). Student A in the example above would
there.fore have a m~ral maturity score of 275 (25%
x 2 plus 75% x 3).
lPorter and Taylor, 0E. cit., pp. 9-10.
7--l·, 4 . .),·4 .- 4' ~ l
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TABLE 1
MORAL MATURITY SCORE (SUBJECTS A-J).
Name CA MA IQ Moral f~ttirity Score Increase
Pre-test Post-test Percent
A 72-5 5-2' 32 189.2. 231.1 22.1
B 36-3 5-0 32 205.'8 259.3 26.0
c 67-5 8-4 52 260.8 290.5 11.4
D 51-6 8-6 54 255.1 297.0 16.4
E 72-2 6-9 L~2 233.1 291.9 25.2
F 53-8 9-6 59 240.7 300.8 25.0
G 80-6 5-5 3L~ 134.8 215.0 59.5
H 30-2 5-1 32 155.5 207.1 33.2
I LI4-9 4-8 30 176.9 235.5 33.1
J 62-10 8-4 52 260.8 295.4 13.3
,. (( .4, .. " ..
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TABLE 2
MORAL }~TURITY SCORE (SUBJECTS K-T).
Name CA }rIA IQ Moral Maturity Score Increase
Pre-test Post-tes't Pe:r-oent
K 40-6 5..11 37 233.0 287.5 23.4
L 47-2 6-2 39 237.2 293.4 23.7
l·i 28-4 5-4' 33 217.4 261.9 20.5
N 35-3 6-2 39 205.6 269.3 31.0
0 34-9 5-7 35 216.3 278.5 28.8
p 38-2 5-9 36 234.8 283.3 20.7
Q 25-2 5-0 32 175.0 233.7 33.5
R 49-4 9-2 57 224.5 283.0 26.1
s 42-1 7-4 46 225.5 287.0 27.3
T ~--lO 6-9 42 228.1 270.4 18.5
,(( A.42i[@f;4CQ:AL, .. , ;:;:;
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TABLE 3
MORAL MATURITY SCORES AND GLOBAL (SUBJECTS A-J)
Pre-test
Name Fig. I Global Fig. II Global Fig. III Global
A 147.8 1(2) 204.3 l'Jone 215.6 None
B 189.9 Nona 216.5 None 211.1 l\Ione
C 232.2 None 276.9. 3 273.3 3
D 248.9 None 267.7 3 248.7 3
E 229.0 I'Jone 230.2 None 24°.1 None
F 225.5 l:'Jone 250.0 3(2) 246.6 3
G 108.9 l~one 140.0 None 155.5 l~one
H 157.9 None 151.0 None 157.7 l~one
I 178.3 None 203.3 None 169.0 None
J 243.4 3 283.3 3 255.6 3
Post-test
A 187.8 None 2L11.1 3(2) 264.4 3
B 248.9 3 246.7 3(2) 282.2 3
C 280.2 3 287.0 3 304.3 3
D 293.2 3 295.6 3 302.2 3
E 284.6 3 297.8 3(4) 293.4 3
F 292:3 3 294-4 3 315.6 3
G 207.3 l-Tone 228.9 3 208.9 Ifone
H 217.8 None 203.5 l~one 200.0 l~one
I 226.7 l'J"one 248.7 3 231.1 3(2)
J 282.3 3 299.2 3(4) 304.6 3
~,_-.* a .4.49'" i.e,s
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TABLE 4
MORAL }~TURITY SCORES AND GLOBAL (SUBJECTS K-T)
Pre-test
Name Fig. I Global Fig. II Global Fig. III Global
I( 211.2 '2(3) 243.3 3 24L~.L~ 3(2)
L 192.3 1(3) 227.9 2(3) 227.8 3
M '202.3 None 212.2 2(3) 237.8 3
N 181.1 l\jone 226.7 None 208.9 I{one
0 211.1 None 200.0 None 237.9 3(2)
p 217.7 l~one 237.8 3 24cr. 0 l'Tone
Q 156.7 None 186.7 2 160.1 None
R 215.7 l"Jone 223.4 None 231.1 3(2)
S 200.1 None 237.7 l~one 224.4 l\Tone
T 221.1 None 238.8 3(2) 22L~.5 . None
Post-test
K 267.9 3 283.4 3 311.1 3
L 298.9 3 267.8 3 313.4 3(4)
M 255.6 I'1"one 256.8 3(2) 273.3 3
N 247.9 l'1'one 257.7 3(2) 302.3 3
0 264.5 3 268.6 3 302.3 3
p 287:8 3 273.3 3 288.9 3
Q 210.0 3 2LtJ+.5 3(2) 246.7 3
R 268.9 3 280.0 3 300.1 3
S 278.9 l'Tona 268.9 3(2) 313.3 3
T 260.0 l'Ione 264.4 3(2) 286.7 3
APPENDIX IV
STAGE 3 RESPONSE SAMPLINGS
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JUDG}1ENT. STAGE 3 RESP01JSE SAl'JIPLINGS (SUBJECTSA-J)




Jane wanted to push the lady o~f the road. She
did it on purpose and broke the bike handle bar.
I~1ary accidently sat on the chair and tore her
dress.
3.' Jane wasn I t stingy. She gave the lady t)ne-half'
of her lunch.
4. }1ary 'Vl0uldn t t let tI1.e crippled lady play because
she was a\cripple and messed up the game.
5. Jane didn't go to-Mass on Sunday. She went
camping.
6. }~ry got angry and gave the lady a nose bleed.
She didn't show respect for her.
7. Paul was determined to do the jumping. He was
tal-cing a ris1c to injure his body.
8. l~ry kept the dog and won't give it back. That
is stealing. The dog isntt hers.
9. The trucl-rdriver said" tlGet rid of the blacl{
people. u He didn l t lil{e them. It ain't right.
10. Paul told Sister the girls did it. The girls
got punished.
11. Mary just took the tray to the woman. She did-
not talk to her. She should tell her to eat.
12. Jane got angry and called tl1.e lady names and'
pushed her on purpose.
13. J~ne was disrespectful. She told lies.
14. Jane wore the gir1 1 s dress and wouldn't get it
cleaned.




JUOOIvlEl'lT. STAGE 3 RESPOI'ISE SA}1PLIl~GS (SUBJECTS IC-T)
vlhy 'VIas John or Paul rigl1.t or wrong?
Paul was wrong because he smashed into the man
on the bike deliberately.,·
2. Paul should obey the nurse and stay in bed. He
itlent on Purl:>ose a11d the cold got worse.
3. Paul gave one-half of his lunch to the man. He
showed respect for his neighbor.
4. Paul did wrong because he didn't show respect
for his neighbor. Old men can't help themselves.
5. Paul was wrong because he didn't go to Mass on
Sunday. He listened'to his rriends instead.
6. Paul did wrong. He should go slow because the
man didn't understand.
7. Paul didn't show respect for his own body. He .
took a chance and got hurt. He did lvrOng.
8. Paul told the truth to those liars.
9. The truckdriver deliberately called the black
people names. He did not like them.
10. Paul le~t the paint can open. He told a lie.
11. Paul was unfair. He should be kind and give
the man his food.
12. Paul called the man nrones and pushed him on
purpose. The man fell down and got hurt.
13. Paul was unfair. He told lies and didn't
respect the man.
14. Paul was unfair. He took the jacket on purpose.
It didn't belong to him.
15. Paul was unfair. He broke the apple branch on
purpose.
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APPLICATION. STAGE 3 RESPONSE SAMPLINGS (SUBJECTS A-J)
If you 't·rere 11ary or Jane, ~lhat would you -do?
Lesson
1. I wouldn't burap into her. I'd let her pass.
2. I could get my dress torn, too, if I didn't see
the nail. It was not wrong.
3. I'd give the lady one-half of lUy lunch, too.
4. I wouldn't laugh at her. Itd go and help her.
I'd do a kind deed for the old lady.
5. lId go to Mass first and tl1.en I vl0uld go camping.
6. I would go slo~T in- trai-ning the woman, and then
I would go faster.
7. I'd eat the food I don't like anyway. It's good
for me so I can get good and healthy again.
8. lid tell the ladies they are liars.
9. I'd help the woman out and be kind to her.
10. I would walk in with the tray, and I would talk
to the sick lady.
11. I would feed the girl and help her.
12. I would go slow. I would t~{e her hand and help
her.
13. lid go because I was told to go, but Itd go also
because I want to tell Mike he was great.
14. I would go and tell the woman I did it.




APPLICATIOl'I. STAGE 3 ~ESPONSE S.4.11PLI1JGS (SUBJECTS K-T)
If you were John or Paul, what would you do?
John did right to grab the railing to keep from
falling. lid grab the railing, too.
2. It was an accident. It could happen to me, too.
3. lid give the man one-half of my lunch. I'd feel
sorry because he didn1t have any.
4. I'd show the Illan respect. I 't1ouldn't laugh at
him.
5. Ildgo to Church and pray, and then I'd go fish-
ing. I'd bring my camera along.
6. ltd help the old man out by going slowly.
7. I'd ~ot do it. You could -kill yourself. You
are not showing respect for your own life.
8.. I 1rlouldnIts tand for their lying. I vl0uld go
and tell the men they are liars.
9. The black people were kind. I would not say
mean things about them.
10. I'd take the tray up to the sick man. lId talk
to him and help him out.
11. I'd sweep and lId treat the man nicely. lId
give him food.
12. I would help him and have patience with him.
13. Iid talk to him and try to be his friend.
lLt.•· I would have the jacltet cleaned.





DECISIO~~-MAI(ING. STAGE 3 RESPOIJSE SA11PLINGS (SUBJECTS A-J)
Which one, Hary or Jane, did more right or wrong? (1-10).
~~ich one was more fair or u~air? lll-15). \~y do you
think so?
Jane was more wrong. She smashed into the woman on
the bike on the road. She did it on purpose.
2. Jane was wrong. She determined to go to the movie
vIi th a bad cold.
3. Jane was more right. She shared her lunch, one-half
of it, with the lady because she didn't have any.
4. Jane was more wrong because she made run of the lady.
She didn't show respect for her neighbor.
5. Jane was more wrong because she should go to Mass on
tl'le Lord 1 s Day.
6. Jane was more wrong because she didn't want to help
the lady learn the worle.
7. ~~ry was showing off and determined to jump from one
rock to the other. She took a risk.
8. Mary kept the dog. It belongs to the owner.
9. The trucltdriver didn't like blaolr people. He Imew
better so he did it on purpose, I think.
10.- Paul blamed the girls and didn't tell the truth.
11. Jane was unfair to the woman. She made up all those
stories and did not respect her.
12. Jane pushed the woman on purpose and didn't show her
any respect. That's not fair.
13. Jane vIas more unfair. She was disrespectful and
told lies about the woman.
14. Jane was more unfair. She did wrong to that lady l s
good name.





DECISION-~CING. STAGE 3 RESPONSE SAMPLINGS (SUBJECTS K-T)
vfuich one, John or Paul, did more right or wrong? (1-10)
vl11.ich one vIas more fair or un.fair? {Il-IS) vlhy do you
think so?
Paul did it on purpose and broke the handle bar on
the man's bike. He was more wrong.
2. Paul di~obeyed the nurse. In doing so, his cold
got
"t-lors e.
3. Paul did better. He shared his lunch with that man.'
He showed respect for'~is neighbor.
4. Paul poked fun at the man. He should have helped
him across the street. He was more wrong.
5. Paul should go to ~lass on Sunday, the Lord 1 s Day.
Paul did vl0rse. )
6. Paul called the man names. He showed he did not
have respect and love for him.
7. Paul did it from his own free will and he got hurt.
8. John wouldn't give the dog back. It vlasn1t his.
If you find something, give it back to the owner.
9. The truckdriver didn't respect black people.
10. Paul lied about the girls. They got punished.
11. Paul was un~air. He should give the man food, but
he won't. The man spilled it, but Paul didn
1 t
respect him.
12. Paul pushed the man deliberately and then he had
. the accident. Paul \~as unfair to him.
13. Paul was more unfair. He told £alse stories about
the man. He didn1t respect him.
14. Paul wore the jacket on purpose. He ruined it. He
vIas more uni'air.
15. Paul broke the branch on purpose and ran off with
it. He was unfair to the owner.
